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Students set to Rock
Against Rape, A7
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GV breaks ground for dining facility
Lot P to give way to
21,534-square-foot,
$7.4 million learning,
dining center in 2010
By Nadira Kharmai
GVI. Staff Writer

There was more than just free
gelato
at
the
groundbreaking
ceremony for the Living, Learning
and
Dining Center Wednesday
afternoon.
Faculty members served as guest
speakers tocommence a new housing,
academic and dining project, which
many people see as “exciting.”
Students,
faculty
and
staff
gathered together to declare the
start of the project, which will begin
construction in May.
Attendees
included
President
Thomas J. Haas.
Haas said the new amenities
will enhance learning and create an
overall better experience at Grand
Valley State University.
“We’re filling the gap we saw in
the south part of campus by adding
living and dining centers which will
serve the students in a number of
different ways,” Haas said.
The three-part project, which
includes new housing facilities, will
be located on the south end of the
Allendale Campus and available to
students by 2010.
Andy Beachnau, director of the
Office of Housing and Residence
Life, said this addition is a way for
GVSU to serve students better.
“I see partners in the audience,”
Beachnau said, referring to the
participants at the groundbreaking.
“We found that if you have a good
living environment then great things
can happen.”
Scott Whisler, a GVSU project

GVI / Bri Goodyear

Shovel party: President Thomas 1 Haas, along with members involved in the planning of the new learning and dining center, break ground on the 21,534 square-foot building projected to be
completed in 2010. The two-story building will contain Fresh Food Service, a convenience store, a coffee shop, classrooms and study areas, and will be built on the south end of the Allendale Campus.

manager, will be in charge of the
dual-level South Commons Dining
area to be built near Lot P. The
main level will feature a restaurant,
convenience store, coffee shop and
seating for 289 people as well as an
exterior patio area.
The upper level will consist of
four classrooms, offices, conference
rooms and a student study area
for more than 80 occupants. The
classrooms and conference rooms
will be available during off hours

allowing students to meet to work
on projects.
The dining hall will be two stories
with three buildings. It will serve
604 students with 214 apartments.

See Groundbreaking, A2

South Campus Leaming/Dining Center:
•
21,534 square feet
•
Scheduled for completion in April

2010.
•

See more: Go
to the editorial and
"Your Insights" on A7.

•

One, two-story building
containing Fresh Food Service, a
convenience store, a coffee shop,
classrooms, study areas and more.
The project will cost $7.4 million.

42nd Avenue Living Center:
•
289,000 square feet living center
•
Scheduled for completion in
August 2010.
•
Three, three-story buildings,
offering 608 beds in apartmentstyle units.
•
The project will cost $45 million.

DPS ups sobriety testing
By Lauren Fitch
GVL News Editor

Red and blue lights Hash in the
rearview mirror. You pull off to the
side of the road and a police officer
approaches the car. He asks if you have
been drinking, but he is not going to
just take your word for it.
Based on research done by the
Michigan State Police Office of
Highway Safety and Planning, officers
are instructed to use standard field
sobriety testing to determine if a driver
is legally intoxicated before asking him
or her to take a breathalyzer test.

the eyes when following an object to
In Michigan, three standard tests are
the outer field of vision.
considered the most valid to determine
The
officers
if a person’s blood
watch for a lack
alcohol
content
is
“It would be difficult
of smooth pursuit
above the legal 0.08.
to practice all these
in following and
The Grand Valley
tests to be able to
maintaining contact
State
University
in the outer range
Department of Public
successfully complete
of vision for 4 to 20
Safety
Detective
them.”
seconds.
Bill DeWitt has been
BRANDON DEHAAN
DeWitt
said
training officers on
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
the test correctly
how to conduct the
SAFETY
finds a person to be
tests since 1996.
legally intoxicated
The first sobriety
test is the horizontal gaze nystagmus, 77 percent ofthe time because the
majority of people cannot control the
which tests for involuntary jerking of
jerking of their eyes.
The next test an officer will
administer is the walk and turn test,
an exercise in divided attention. The
officer instructs the individual to take
10 steps heel to toe. turn and take 10
more steps back.
“They need to remember the
directions and have the coordination
to do it,” DeWitt said. “It takes simple
tasks to drive a car, and intoxicated
people could get from point A to point
B if nothing occurred in between, but
there are distractions.”
DeWitt said the walk and turn test
has a 68 percent success rate.
Another divided attention task is the
one leg stand test, with a 65 percent
success rate. The individual is required
to stand on one leg and count for 30
seconds.
Beyond the three standardized
sobriety tests, DeWitt said officers
sometimes use other methods such
as asking the individual to recite the
alphabet or count backwards in a
certain pattern.
If any of the tests give the officer
a reasonable suspicion the person
is legally intoxicated, they can ask
the individual to take a preliminary
breathalyzer test.
Drivers can be fined for refusing to
take the PBT, but other individuals in
the car or stopped on foot can refuse
the test with no penalty.
Brandon DeHaan. assistant director
GVL Photo Illustration / Brian Sevald

Testing limits: Standardized field sobriety tests are being implemented as a part of GVSU's public
safety plan to reduce the number of students who drink and drive

Nation / World.........................................................A4
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crossed the intersection of Laker Village Drive and West Campus Drive Tuesday night.

Pedestrian struck by
caron campus
GVSU student hit at
Laker Village Drive,
West Campus Drive
intersection Tuesday
By Lauren Fitch
GVI. News Editor

A Grand Valley State University
student was taken to Butterworth
Hospital Tuesday sustaining non
life threatening injuries after being
struck by a car on Laker Village
Drive at 7:55 p.m.
The driver of the car, a visitor
at GVSU. was headed northbound
on Laker Village Drive near West
Campus Drive when the pedestrian
ran into the street at a non crosswalk

area.
The pedestrian was hit in the
knee area and thrown into the air
before hitting his face on the curb
when he landed, causing lacerations
to his nose and face.
Minimal damage was done to the
vehicle and the driver was not cited
with any charges as officers ruled
the fault to be with the pedestrian.
“The pedestrian ran right in front
of the car,” said Assistant Director
of the Department of Public Safety
Brandon DeHaan. “The driver was
not at fault. The student just ran
into the roadway without checking
to see if traffic was clear.”
news@ Ian thorn .com

See DPS, A2
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Accident intersection: A GVSU student was struck by a car, driven by a visitor to campus, as he
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Groundbreaking
continued from page A1

A blueprint for the project is
available for student viewing
at Fresh Food Cafe.
Haas also noted how the
project is not only exciting for
GVSU but for the tri-county
area as well.
“This is sort of a stimulus
package for everyone, which
will help the local economy.
There will be about l ,300 jobs

green generation
♦•Renewable Energy program

created because of this,” Haas
said.
Rockford
Construction,
Pioneer
Construction
and
Integrated Architecture will
be working on the project in
a sustainable way and hope to
meet the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental
Design
certification.
"We have great facilities at
GVSU — lab spaces, athletic
facilities
and
on-campus

housing,” said Student Senate
President Autumn Trombka.
“New facilities continue to
meet the need for students.
The connections you make,
the friends you meet, having
class
with
neighbors
academics flourish. Students
have easy access to professors.
This building will serve as a
cornerstone for high academic
achievement.”
nkhurmai @ lanthorn .com
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Breaking ground: President Thomas J. Haas, abng with other members of GVSU’s administration involved in the planning of the new
learning and dining center, breaks ground on the 21,534-square-foot building on Wednesday The center is projected to be completed in
2010. The two-story building will contain Fresh Food Service, a convenience store, a coffee shop, classrooms, study areas and more
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of DPS, said all DPS officers
have received training in the
standardized
field
sobriety
testing.
DeHaan said while some
individuals may be athletic
enough to successfully complete
some of the
tasks
while
intoxicated, the horizontal gaze
nystagmus measures involuntary
actions and will usually pick up
on the level of intoxication.
“It would be difficult to
practice all these tests to be able
to successfully complete them,”
DeHaan said.
Tyler Patterson, a GVSU
junior, was put through the three
standardized field sobriety tests
last November and passed all of
them.
Patterson, 21, said he was
pulled over while driving in East
Lansing after sitting at a green
light, which he said was actually
to wait for a pedestrian to cross
the street.
When Patterson told the
officers he had been drinking
earlier that night, they asked
him to get out of the car and
“explained very quickly with
both flashlights in your face what
they want you to do,” he said.
Patterson
passed
the
horizontal gaze nystagmus, the
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walk and turn and the one leg
stand tests and was still given a
breathalyzer test.
“It really didn’t seem like I
had an option to not take (the
breathalyzer),” Patterson said.
After blowing a 0.077, the
officers allowed Patterson to
drive home.
“I believe a person who was
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could pass (the sobriety tests),”
Patterson said. “With what we
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tests, there is no way you could
comprehend the directions the
officers give you.”
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Corrections
It was mistakenly reported in the April 6 issue of the Lanthorn that
Elaine Leigh, an affiliate nursing professor, worked with Deborah Bambini,
an assistant nursing professor, on development of an interactive Web site
for nursing students Associate Dean Elaine Van Doren actually worked
with Bambini on the Web site.
In the same issue, nursing students were mistakenly referred to
as medical students in a photo caption. GVSU does not have medical
students The students pictured in the "Technology equips students for
real life scenarios" article were from the Kirkhof College of Nursing
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GVL DIGEST
News in Brief

Copp, Huizenga both face
charges related to drug raid
Grand
Valley
State
University
student
Derek
Copp will face charges of
delivering or manufacturing
marijuana following a search
of his off-campus apartment
as part of an ongoing narcotics
investigation
Copp was shot in the chest
by Ottawa County Sheriff’s
Deputy Ryan Huizenga during
the execution of the search
warrant.
Huizenga was charged
with the careless discharge of
a weapon resulting in injury
or death at his arraignment
Monday.
If convicted,
*; Huizenga will lose his state
* certification and, therefore, his
! job
I

; Second forum to address
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veteran issues coming up
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Because
of
improved
changes to the Gl Bill, colleges
and universities are anticipating
a possible rush of veterans who
want to enroll in classes.
To ensure Grand Valley
State University is prepared, a
group of staff members from
many departments met April 6
for the first of two open forums
on student veterans’ issues.
'The group included current
students who have served in
the military or are currently on
reserve status. Student veterans
need assistance navigating
basic student services such as
financial aid, registration and
military credit transfer.
A total of 8,100 people
have been deployed from Kent
County since September 2001,
according to statistics from the
organization Support Education
for Returning Veterans.
Possibly 8.678 veterans
from the area could enroll
in college, many using the
benefits provided by the new
Gl Bill. TTie bill goes into effect
in August. Eligible veterans
can get their tuition covered, in
addition to receiving housing
and book stipends.

• First baseball coach, GVSU
' professor dies in Florida
A memorial service for
Hugo Salazar, former faculty
member and Laker baseball
*’ coach, will be held next week
in Grand Rapids.
{
Salazar died January 25 in
5 Dunedin, Fla. He was 79.
Salazar pined GVSU’s
; faculty in 1965 as a Spanish
j teacher. He was also the
t university's first baseball
j coach. He taught at GVSU for
j 30 years.
■
Salazar earned a master’s
{ degree from Michigan State
\ University and a bachelor’s
degree from Alma College.
\
His wife, Laura Salazar,
J was a member of GVSU’s
< communications faculty from
] 1965 to 2000.
•

The memorial service will

i be April 18 at Faith United
i Methodist
Church,
2600
; Seventh St. NW, beginning
! at 10:30 a.m. A reception will
j follow at the Alumni House.
J
j
J
j
•

;
I
;
•
■
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Six engineering students
win first place in robotics
Six students in GVSU’s
Padnos College of Engineering
and Computing won first
place in a robotics competition
held in Hartford, Conn. The
competition was aimed at
demonstrating robotic assistive
technology. The team’s robot
navigated a miniature kitchen
with two tables to dehver a plate
of food from a random location
in the kitchen to a person in a
wheelchair seated at a table.
The team also won first place
in the poster competition for
the RoboWaiter division.
Students Tyler Dickinson,
Troy
Roersma,
Kyler
Kamyszek, Lauren Leemhuis,
Jacob Braun and Matthew
Steffes
traveled
to
the
competition. Kurt O'Heam,
Brad Diekema. Josh Stevenson
and Sam Kreuze helped build
the robot, but did not attend the
competition. The course was
taught by professors Andrew

!
!
|
;
'

Sterian and Chris F*ung.
The team’s robot will be on
display in the Kennedy Hall
of Engineering and Keller
laboratories today from 10
am. to noon.
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Apartment complexes donate damaged furnishings
away for things like a tiny dent in
the door. I was frustrated. I feel as
GVL Assistant News L'ditur
though they are nickel and diming
It is easy to foiget about
you. I wish that they would at least
the security deposit paid to an
give the things they take from the
apartment complex at the beginning
apartment to charity because when
of the year. That is until the end of
I asked what happens, I was told
that year when the money seems to
they replace it and simply throw
disappear as each scratch and dent
away the old item.”
is examined and chaiged.
I nformat ion regard i ng inspect ion
For
many
practices
for
students,
the
off-campus
“I think that it gives
security deposit
apartments can
most apartments
our tenants a little
usually be found
require is simply
on the complex’s
peace
that
when
we
part of the deal.
Web site.
are charging them for
However, the
In
general,
deductions made
these damages, the
apartment
for damages to
complexes
items aren't simply
the apartment do
require students
going to waste.”
not always make
to
pay
an
sense, said junior
equivalent
of
RANDY NORDMAN
Kelsey Harper.
two months rent
BROOKMEADOW
“Last
year
as their deposit
APARTMENTS MANAGER
they came to our
and then before
apartment after
termination
we left and inspected everything,”
of the lease, students receive the
Harper said, who lived in an offdeposit minus any damage costs.
campus apartment. "We had kept
This system is well established
our apartment mostly intact and
but the objectivity of the damage
when I got a bill saying half of my
inspection can frustrate tenants and
security deposit had been taken

By Ellen Hensel

even landlords, for vastly different
reasons.
“We understand that it is
frustrating to tenants when we
have to take away from their
security deposit, but we are just
trying to keep our business afloat,”
said Campus West Manager Tom
Harding. “TTiese are costs that we
are going to have to take on. The
hardest part of these inspections
is many times tenants don’t
understand that we aren’t trying to
gouge them. We want the best for
them and we are simply doing w hat
we have to.”
Brookmeadow Apartments is
one of few apartments that donates
any confiscated items, such as
slightly damaged appliances or
furniture, to services such as the
Salvation Army.
Managers of the apartment
complex realized although the
items are unfit for apartments, they
are still in good shape.
“A couple of years ago a former
manager realized that we were
throwing away a lot of usable
items,” said Manager Randy
Nordman. “We contacted a local

GVL Photo Illustration / Brian Sevald

Extra charges: Apartment inspections and the high damage fees that often result
sometimes catch students off guard at the end of the school year

charity and they said they could use
a lot of the material. A partnership
flourished from there. I think a lot
of times apartments don’t really see
this as an option because it is just
never thought about.”
Nordman said every year they
donate an average $20 jtXX) worth

of merchandise to local charities.
“I think that it gives our tenants
a little peace that when we are
charging them for these damages,
the items aren’t simply going to
waste,” Nordman said.

assistantnews @ lanthorn rom

RESCUE participants to
abduct selves to raise
awareness of Ugandan
child soldiers' plight
By Katie Wendt
GVl. Staff Writer

More than 45,(XX) people across the
world will be “abducted" on April 25 and
then “rescued” from 100 different locations
worldwide, including one in downtown
Grand Rapids.
Grand Valley for a Peaceful Africa has
been involved in planning the Grand Rapids
event with Invisible Children, a nonprofit
organization creating awareness of the plight
of the people in northern Uganda.
Participants in The RESCUE will be
abducting themselves in order to raise
worldwide awareness, media coverage and
support for the release of Joseph Kony’s
child soldiers in Uganda.
Kony, the leader of the lord’s Resistance
Army, has abducted children into his army for
the past 23 years. He has continued to kidnap
children, bringing his rebel army beyond the
Ugandan borders.
“We want this to end,” said Shaynon
Munn, a GVPA officer. “We want the child
soldiers to be freed and to end this destruction
that Kony has caused for two decades.”
Munn said the Grand Rapids event already
has close to 900 people signed up.
Participants will meet at Ah-Nab-Awen
Park in downtown Grand Rapids at 3 p.m.
April 25 to begin the event. They will
“abduct” themselves at 4 p.m., leaving
behind a family picture to symbolize being
taken from their families.
Next, they will follow a route to Rosa
Parks Circle, their “ERA Camp," where
they will write letters to the government for
support and work on art projects to raise
awareness.
They will spend the night there, waiting
to be “rescued.”
“We must get enough media coverage
and ‘rescuer’ support," Munn said. “If we
do not. we will not be free at dawn but will
instead stay at the ‘LRA Camp’ until we arc
‘rescued.’ This will be the case for each of

GVL Archive / Jessica Wood

Self kidnapping: Junior Barbara Echeverria asks a question at a past Invisible Children event held in the Kirkhof Center Supporters of the organization, Invisible
Children, will abduct themselves on April 25 to raise awareness for the plight of children in northern Uganda. More than 45,000 people will be abducted in 100
locations worldwide, and will not be "rescued" until a person of cultural or political significance publicly shows his or her support for the release of child soldiers.

the I (X) cities participating throughout the
world.”
The rescuers are people of cultural or
political significance, such as a senator or
local celebrity, and are supposed to come and
publicly show their support for the release of
the child soldiers.
Munn added she has already received
confirmation from Sen. Debbie Stabenow
(D-Mich.) that she supports the cause, but
may not be able to attend the Grand Rapids
event.
"This event will be epic,” Munn said.
"And every individual who contributes,
whether by participating, donating or simply
spreading the word to everyone they know,
will be a part of a historical movement that
may bring peace to thousands upon thousands

in Central East Africa.”
Katie Kirouac, a member of GVPA since
its inception, said when she first heard about
the event, she immediately wanted to be a
part of it.
"I believe that no one deserves to have
their childhood stripped away, be taken from
their families and be forced to do such horrific
things,” Kirouac said.
She added she wants this event to send a
message to governments around the world
that our generation will not stand by and
watch children be used as killing machines
and sex slaves.
“Our generation has the influence and
ability to end these abductions,” Kirouac
said. “But we have to stand up and be a voice
for children whose voices are being silenced

by guns and violence. We have a unique
opportunity to speak for these children and
demand that our governments use their power
to rescue them and bring justice to those who
have committed these crimes against theic
own people."
Alex Nolan, an officer of GVPA, said he
hopes the event results in action and rattles
politicians.
“I’m looking forward to the sight of several
hundred young people being stubborn for the
sake of justice,” Nolan said. “I’m looking
forward to seeing a demographic that is often
categorized as apathetic lay themselves down
for what is right."
For more information or to participate
visit http://therescue.invisiblechildren.com.

kwendt@ lanthorn .com

Rosa Parks statue to stand in Grand Rapids
$350,000 statue expected to be installed in September 2010
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Staff Writer

Rosa Parks Circle will welcome
its namesake in 2010.
The Grand Rapids Downtown
Development
Authority
unanimously approved on April 8
the allocation of $ 1 (X).(XX) toward
the construction of a $350JXX)
statue of civil rights
pioneer Rosa Parks
in the downtown
park named for her
in 2001.
The life-sized
statue is expected
to be installed in
September 2010.
The
project’s
cost
includes
$50000 for statue
maintenance.
$70JXX) for utility
adjustments
and
engineering
and
$35000
for
educational
programs aimed to teach students
more abcxit Parks and the civil

rights movement. Proposal requests
from artists across the nation are
expected to be issued this spring.
In addition to the construction of
the statue of Parks, another project
in downtown Grand Rapids known
as “Community legends" plans to
commission one statue every two
years for the next 50 years.
The
statues
will depict famous
Grand
Rapids
residents
and
will be donated
to the city or a
local
nonprofit
organization.
The project is
funded by Peter
Seech ia, an area
businessman
and former US.
ambassador
to
Italy.
and
is
intended to
encourage citizens
to leam
more
about
Michigan
history.
The first “Community legends"

Statues of Ottawa
Indian Chief
Nawquageezhig,
civil rights leader
Helen Clayton,
I hill of Fame
boxer Stanley
Ketchel and Rev.
Frederick Baraga
will also be
commissioned.

Courtesy Photo / William Philpott

Preserved: A $350,000 statue of Rosa Parks has been approved for installation in
Rosa Parks Circle by the Grand Rapids Downtown Development Authority

statue, depicting lorcius Lyon, a
founder of Grand Rapids, was
unveiled in December 2(X)8.
The statue was installed on
the southwest comer of Monroe
Avenue NW and Lyon Street, near
the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel.
Committee
members
have
already chosen honorees for the
next four sculptures: Ottawa Indian
Chief Nawquageezhig (also known’
as Chief Noonday), civil rights
leader Helen Clayton, Hall of Fame
boxer Stanley Ketchel and the Rev.
Frederick Baraga.
The project’s goal is to
eventually install statues all across’
the city.
F*arks. who gained national
attention in 1955 after refusing
to give up her bus seat to a white
passenger, lived in Detroit from
1957 until her death in 2005 at
the age of 92. She received many
awards and honors throughout her
life and was one of the only civilians
in American history whose body
was allowed to lie in honor in the
U.S. Capitol Rotunda.
clane@ lanthorn .com
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Rape may be alleged in California girl’s slaying
Francisco. On April 6, Sandra’s
body was found in a suitcase by
farmworkers draining an irrigation
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) pond located only a few miles
Prosecutors say 8-year-old Sandra
from Sandra’s home in a mobile
Cantu may have been rafted
home park in Tracy.
before her body was stuffed into
Huckaby lived
with
her
a suitcase, and they may seek the
grandparents just five doors from
penalty
death
Sandra.
The
for the Sunday
little girl was
“We have not been
school teacher
a
playmate
accused in the
provided with one
of
Huckaby’s
slaying.
5-year-old
(a motive). We don't
Melissa
daughter,
know why a mother
Huckaby, 28,
Madison.
was scheduled
would kill another
Police have
to be arraigned
not said how,
mother's
child.”
Tuesday
in
where or why
Stockton.
was
Sandra
TONY SHENEMAN
San Joaquin
killed, but Sgt.
TRACY POLICE SERGEANT
County Deputy
Tony Sheneman
District
said investigators believe Huckaby
Attorney Robert Himmelblau said
acted alone.
Monday a murder charge against
“We have not been provided
Huckaby could include the special
with one (a motive),” Sheneman
circumstances of rape with a
said Monday, “We don’t know
foreign object, lewd and lascivious
why a mother would kill another
conduct with a child and murder in
mother’s child.”
the course of a kidnapping.
Neither
Himmelblau
nor
A conviction on any of them
Sheneman
would
provide
would make Huckaby eligible for details on any evidence leading
the death penalty or life in prison
prosecutors to consider the sexual
without parole, Himmelblau said,
assault allegations.
although his office hasn’t decided
“1 was hoping that wasn’t
whether to seek the death penalty.
the case,” Sandra’s aunt, Angie
Sandra disappeared on March
Chavez, said through tears. “I’m
27, prompting a wide-reaching
in shock. The whole thing is
search in Tracy, a city of 78,000
unimaginable.”
people about 60 miles east of San

By Marcus Wohlsen
Associated Press Writer

Detroit couple charged in
medical-marijuana bust
MADISON
HEIGHTS,
Mich. (AP) — A Madison
Heights couple have been
charged
with
growing
marijuana they say was
intended for medical use.
Fifty-nine-year-old Robert
Redden
and
47-year-old
Torey Clark were arraigned
Tuesday in district court in
Madison Heights on one
charge each of manufacturing
a controlled substance.
Prosecutors
say
they
face up to 14 years in prison
because they each have
at least one previous drug
conviction.
Police seized 21 marijuana
plants from their home after a
March 30 raid. Redden has
said they both have doctor’s
recommendations
to
use
marijuana as medicine.
Michigan voters last year
legalized the medicinal use of
marijuana. A state-run registry
began taking applications this
month and will issue cards to
approved patients to protect
them from arrest.

Quints a surprise for
Lansing-area sheep farmer

AP Photo / Lezlie Sterling.

Holding together: Family members of Melissa Huckaby cross the street in front of the Orchard Estates Mobile Home Park to
meet with reporters in Tracy, Calif, on Sunday. Melissa Huckaby was arrested late Friday on charges of homicide and kidnapping
in the case of Sandra Cantu. Cantu's body was found April 6 in a suitcase only miles from the Cantu's home.

In the days after Sandra’s body
was found, investigators searched
Clover Road Baptist Church,
where Huckaby volunteered as
a Sunday school teacher and her
grandfather, Clifford Lawless, is
the pastor.
Investigators also interviewed
the pastor and seized items from
his home. Her family has said they
do not know what police were
looking for.
Huckaby’s family visited her
late Monday at the San Joaquin

VEVAY
TOWNSHIP,
Mich. (AP) — A Lansingarea sheep farmer thought
one of his ewes had given
birth to twins last week.
But when Paul Oesterle
checked on the lambs the
next morning, he found
three more. The ewe had five
babies, a rarity in the sheep
world.
Oesterle tells the Lansing
State Journal his ewes have
had quadruplets twice, but
never quintuplets.
Michigan State University
sheep expert Alan Culham
says there’s just a 1 -in-10,000
chance of a Suffolk-mix
ewe bearing quintuplets. A
-Cheviot fathered the iambs.
The
five
babies
are
keeping Oesterle busy at his
farm southeast of Lansing.
He feeds them every six
hours since their mom can’t
produce enough milk for all
five. He hopes to space the
feedings out to every eight
hours in a couple of weeks.

Man, 41, apparently killed
by dogs in Huron County
KINDE, Mich. (AP) Authorities say a 41-year-old
man may have been mauled
to death by dogs in Huron
County.
The sheriff’s department
says it was called to the
man's property near Kinde
on Monday after a neighbor
found the longtime Huron
County resident’s body inside
a small camper. An autopsy
was planned.
WLEW-AM in Bad Axe
reports the neighbor also was
severely bitten by three dogs,
which had to be beaten off by
another neighbor. Detail on
the condition of the neighbor
who was
bitten
wasn’t
immediately available.
Kinde is located about 110
miles north of Detroit.

Governor: Michigan 'can
live with' GM bankruptcy
DETROIT
(AP)
Michigan's governor says
talk about General Motors
Corp. declaring bankruptcy
“is unhealthy” but says such
a filing is something the
state “can live with” if it
strengthens the automaker.
Jennifer Granholm said
Monday bankruptcy isn’t
something she wants to see
for Detroit-based GM or
Auburn Hills-based Chrysler
LLC.
Granholm tells the Detroit
Free Press she wants bond
holders begin to bargain
in good faith with the
automakers before any filing.
She says a pre-bankruptcy
agreement “is going to be
better than the haircut” the
bondholders are “going to
have to take otherwise.”
GM was the Dow Jones
industrial average’s biggest
loser Monday as investors
worried
about
what
a
bankruptcy might mean.
Its shares fell 33 cents to
$1.71.

County Jail, where she was being
held without bail. Himmelblau
was not aware if Huckaby had an
attorney.
“We’re in shock,” said Brian
Lawless, Huckaby’s father. “The
young lady I see on film, that’s not
my daughter.”
Lawless said the family cried
and prayed together during the
visit.
“The allegations are so far
outside what I know about my
niece,” said Huckaby’s uncle.

Brett Lawless, 48. of Lakewood,
“Of course there are doubts in,
my mind. But we understand the
police doing their jobs might have
some probable cause.”
In
2006,
Huckaby
was
convicted of petty theft in Los
Angeles County. In January, she
pleaded no contest to a petty theft
charge in San Joaquin County, and
was sentenced to 3 years probation,
on the condition that she participate
in a mental health program.

Obama brings new tone to
Mexico, aids drug war
By Julie Watson
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Charles Re* Arbogast

Not guilty: Former Illinois Gov. Rod BlagOjevich arrives at federal court for his arraignment on federal racketeering and
fraud charges in Chicago on Tuesday Blagojevich entered a plea of not guilty — officially denying political malfeasance.

Ex-Illinois governor pleads
not guilty at arraignment
Rod Blagojevich
tells reporters he is
‘innocent of every
single accusation'
By Mike Robinson
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - Ousted
Gov. Rod Blagojevich pleaded
not guilty to federal corruption
charges Tuesday, milking official
his denial of political malfeasance
that authorities say included a
scheme to sell President Barack
Obama's former U.S. Senate seat.
Blagojevich looked relaxed
as he stood alongside his brother,
who also pleaded not guilty in the
alleged scheme.
The former governor did not
make a statement before the plea
to racketeering and fraud charges,
but told reporters and spectators
when he entered the courthouse
that he was “innocent of every
single accusation.”
“Now we can begin the process
of getting the truth out. and I can
clear my name and vindicate
myself,” he said.
Blagojevich. 52, is charged
with trying to auction off the
Senate seat, planning to squeeze
money from companies seeking
state business and plotting to
use the financial muscle of the
governor’s office to pressure the
Chicago Tribune to fire editorial
writers who had called for his
impeachment.
Defense attorney Sheldon
Sorosky, a longtime Blagojevich
friend, entered the plea on his
client’s behalf before U5. District
Judge James B. Zagel Zagel
then asked Blagojevich if he was
pleading not guilty to all counts.

racketeering and fraud and is
“That’s
correct,”
the
currently serving a 6'/i-year
impeached former chief executive
federal prison sentence.
responded.
Sorosky
said
additional
As he left the courthouse
lawyers have been unwilling to
surrounded by reporters and
sign on to Blagojevich’s defense
camera
crews,
Blagojevich
team until they find out if they will
grinned and bantered as if he
be paid.
were running another successful
“What was it that Jerry
campaign rather than facing
McGuire said?” Sorosky asked.
federal corruption chaises.
“Show me the money,” a
“I’m glad this process has
television reporter yelled out.
finally begun. It’s the end of the
Prosecutors have told defense
beginning in one respect, but it's
attorneys they will ask the judge
the beginning of another aspect,”
to order the campaign money
he said. “That is, the beginning
forfeited
if
Blagojevich
is
of me being able to prove and
convicted. Attorneys could then
clear my name and be vindicated
be
ordered
of what are
to return any
inaccurate
“Now we can begin
fees paid from
allegations.”
the campaign
Sorosky
the process of
fund.
told Zagel he is
getting the truth
There has
seeking federal
even
been
out, and I can
prosecutors’
speculation
permissiontotap
clear my name and
that
Blagojevich’s
vindicate myself.”
Blagojevich
$2
million
might
have
Friends of Rod
to
turn
to
Blagojevich
ROD BLAGOJEVICH
the
federal
campaign fund
FORMER ILLINOIS GOVERNOR
defender’s
to pay additional
program
if
lawyers because
Zagel doesn’t
more
legal
assure attorneys they can be paid
muscle is needed to try the case.
through the campaign fund.
“It’s just not possible for one
The other defendants in the
lawyer to defend Mr. Blagojevich,
case — former chief fundraiser
no matter who that lawyer may
Christopher G. Kelly, former
be,” Sorosky said.
aide John Hams and Springfield
Outside court, Sorosky said
millionaire William Cellini —
that even with the campaign
are to be arraigned Thursday.
fund Blagojevich “does not
Former aide Alonzo Monk is to
have sufficient funds to pay for
be arraigned next week.
lawyers,” recalling that attorney
Harris, a former Blagojevich
Dan K. Webb estimated the total
chief of staff, is cooperating with
cost of defending former Gov.
the federal investigation.
George Ryan on corruption
Monk, also a former chief of
charges topped $15 million.
staff and campaign manager, is
Webb’s firm of Winston
reported to be emperating with
& Strawn defended Ryan for
free. Ryan was convicted of the investigation as well.

MEXICO CITY (AP) - As
President Barack Obama makes
his first visit to Mexico this week,
the United States and Mexieo
seem to have realized they need
each other like never before.
In
response
to Obama's
dramatic moves in the U.S. war
on drugs — and his forceful
acknowledgment that Americans
share the blame for violence
south of the border — Mexico has
agreed to set aside questions of
sovereignty and pride, and accept
U.S. help in unprecedented ways.
The new tone
has made it easier
for
President
Felipe Calderon
to
welcome
increased
U.S.
border
security
and even U.S.
training
for
Mexico's
navy.
Prosecutors from
both
countries
now
plan
to
evaluate drug cases together and
put captured traffickers on trial
in whichever country promises a
tougher sentence.
Obama has moved quickly to
provide more money, technology
and manpower to secure the
U.S. border region, including
committing 500 more federal
agents to stem the flow of illegal
weapons into Mexico and seeking
$350 million in new Pentagon
funds to help Mexico fight drug
trafficking. Congress already has
approved $7(X) million for training
and equipment in Mexico to battle
the cartels.
Obama also ordered the
Justice Department to go after
the smugglers of guns and money
who fuel Mexico’s violent cartels,
which have penetrated deep inside
the United States.
Mexieo is demanding more
politically difficult moves by
the U.S. government — namely,
reinstating a 2(X)4 assault weapons
ban. It also wants the U.S. to do
more to confiscate drug money
before it reaches Mexico, reduce
consumer demand for illegal
drugs, focus intelligence on gangs

that move drugs in the U.S., and1
do more to seize marijuana, which
accounts for half the estimated $ 10
billion cartels make in U.S. profitseach year.
Top U.S. concerns include
corruption and the slow pace of
judicial reform in Mexico. Despite'
some high profile arrests of police
officials, cartels still easily buy off
Mexican law enforcement, and
most crimes go unpunished.
More details could emergeafter Obama and Calderon meet.
Obama then leaves for the Summit
of the Americas in Trinidad on
Friday morning.
Obama and
Calderon have
been careful notto spend their
political capital
on immigration
reform at a time
of
economic'
crisis,
and
have found a
shared purpose
in battling thedrug war.
More than!
10,650 people have been killed!
in drug violence in Mexico since,'
Calderon sent out 45,(XX) troops!
in 2006 to directly confront the;
traffickers.
?
The
Mexican
government;
points to another sign of progress:-*
drug killings are down 26 percentthis year compared to 2008.
And while human rights!
groups want Obama to push?
Mexico to do more to address?
escalating complaints of abuses?
by its military, Obama has tried?
to smooth tensions instead — ;
denying, for example, that Mexico*
is on the verge of becoming a failed!
state,despite a U.S. military reporC
that warned Mexico is at risk oC
“rapid and sudden collapse.”
The Mexican Congress on?
Tuesday was debating Calderon's;
request to allow the navy ttr
do
counter-narcotics
trainingin Florida with the U.S. CoastGuard. Mexico’s Congress also is!
debating legalization of marijuana,!
a political long shot that is gaining'
currency. Calderon has proposed
offering treatment instead of
jail time, but would not legalize
possession.

More than 10,650
people have been
killed in drug
violence in Mexico
since Calderon
sent out 45,000
troops to confront
traffickers in 2006.

AP Photo / Marco Ugarte,

Drug war: Anahi Beltran Cabrera, center, who was arrested guarding an arsenal, is .?
presented to the media at a police base in Mexico City, Tuesday Police on a routine •
patrol detained the 20-year-old woman guarding the arsenal, allegedly belonged
!
to a group linked to the powerful Beltran Leyva drug cartel at a house in northern
Sonora state

*
?■
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North Korea vows to restart
nuclear reactor, ends talks
North Korea boycotts
disarmament talks
after U.N. condemns
recent rocket launch
By Hyung-Jin Kim
Associated Press Writer

I

SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
North Korea vowed Tuesday
jo restart its nuclear reactor
and to boycott international
disarmament talks for good in
retaliation forthe U.N.Security
Council’s condemnation of its
rocket launch.
Russia, voicing regret over
the move, urged Pyongyang to
return to the negotiating table.
Its Foreign Ministry called the
U.N. statement “legitimate and
well-balanced,” and Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov said
all sides must stick to the
current disarmament process.
China, North Korea’s main
ally, appealed for calm.
In Washington, a senior
U.S.
official
called
the
decision unfortunate and said
it would further isolate North
Korea from the rest of the
international community. The
official spoke only on condition
of anonymity because the
Obama administration is still
preparing its formal response.
All 15 members of the
Security Council, including
Beijing and Moscow, agreed
to condemn the April 5 missile
launch as a violation of U.N.
resolutions and to tighten
sanctions against the regime.
The U .N. statement was weaker
than the resolution Japan and
the United States had pursued.
North Korea claims it sent
a communications satellite
into space as part of a peaceful
bid to develop its space
program. The U.S. and others
call the launch an illicit test
of the technology used to fire
an intercontinental ballistic
missile, even one eventually
destined for the U.S.
A
Security
Council
resolution passed in 2006,
days after North Korea carried
out an underground nuclear
test,
prohibits
Pyongyang
from engaging in any ballistic
missile-related
activity
—
including launching rockets
that use the same delivery
technology as missiles mounted
with warheads, Washington
and other nations say.
President Barack Obama
called the U.N. statement,

which also called for quick
The
Japanese
news
resumption of disarmament
agency Kyodo reported from
talks, a “clear and united
Washington on Tuesday that
message” that North Korea’s
North Korea had ordered
action was unlawful and would
inspectors out.
result in real consequences.
At
the
Vienna-based
White
House
spokesman
International Atomic Energy
Robert Gibbs said.
Agency,
an
official
said
North
Korea,
following
inspectors remained onsite at
through on earlier threats to
Yongbyon and the situation
withdraw from international
remained
“status
quo,”
disarmament
talks
if the
suggesting that IAEA cameras
council so much as criticized
and seals remained in place.
the launch, announced Tuesday
He spoke only on condition
it would boycott them. Since
of anonymity because he was
2003, envoys from six nations
not authorized to discuss the
— the two Koreas, the U.S., issue.
China, Russia and Japan —
At the State Department
have been meeting in Beijing Tuesday, spokesman Robert
for sporadic negotiations on
A. Wood referred reporters to
getting Pyongyang to give
the U.N. statement and said:
up its nuclear
“There’s
program
in
really nothing
exchange for
more to add
“The six-party
aid and other
to it.”
talks
have
lost
the
concessions.
David
meaning of their
“The
sixAlbright,
party
talks
whose
existence, never to
have lost the
Washingtonrecover.”
meaning
of
based
theirexistence,
Institute
for
never
to
Science
and
recover,”
International
NORTH KOREA'S
the
North’s
Security
FOREIGN MINISTRY
Foreign
tracks
Ministry said
suspected
in a statement,
secret
declaring
it
would
never proliferators, said he hadn’t
participate in the talks again
heard anything about U.S.
and is no longer bound to
nuclear experts and IAEA
previous agreements.
monitors
ordered
out
of
Under a 2007 six-party
Yongbyon, but also suggested
deal. North Korea agreed
such a move would not
to disable its main nuclear
necessarily amount to a crisis.
complex in Yongbyon north
“Worse
things
have
of Pyongyang — a key step
happened. It’s the easiest thing
North Korea can do to express
toward dismantlement — in
return for I million tons of its anger,” he said.
fuel oil and other concessions.
“You can’t just turn on a
Disablement began later that
reactor in a couple weeks.
year.
They could test a nuclear
device, but it would be such an
In June 2008, North Korea
famously blew up the cooling
escalation that the parties-thatbe internationally would have
tower at Yongbyon inadramatic
show of its commitment to
to respond negatively. Kicking
out the monitors is something
denuclearization.
that easily can be reversed and
But disablement came to
halt a month later as Pyongyang
not cause that much harm.”
He said it would take fuelwrangled
with Washington
deficient North Korea six
over how to verify its 18.000months to a year to restart the
page account of past atomic
activities. The latest round of reactor.
talks, in December, failed to
push the process forward.
On Tuesday, North Korea
said it would restart nuclear
facilities.an apparent reference
to its plutonium-producing
reactor at Yongbyon. North
Korea already is believed to
0
have enough plutonium to
produce at least half a dozen
atomic bombs.

From the Biology/Natural Resources Management Faculty
To Biology/Natural Resources Management Honors Students,
With Distinction

The following students were selected tor recognition
based on their outstanding performance in the
Biology/Natural Resources Management major.
Stephen Meade
Erica Mee
Stathia Nguyen
Alexander Nolan
Stephanie Olsen
Anna Polso
Ashley Port
Julie Riggio
Sarah Robertson
Christine Sauer
Robert Slider
Matthew Steibel
Erica VandeKoppl

Kathleen Bedard
Jennifer Burmeister
Melissa Cannan
Tracy Danalds
Jennifer DeMeester
Genevieve Dinsmore
Molly Hazel
Liberty Hightower
Bradley Houdek
Marissa Lanning
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Karen Lux ford
Clare Mazur
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Taking action: Pro North Korean protesters shout slogans during a rally to
oppose the Proliferation Security Initiative, a U S.-led program aimed at halting
the spread of weapons of mass destruction and international sanctions against
North Korea near the U S Embassy in Seoul, South Korea, Tuesday North
Korea vowed Tuesday to bolster its nuclear deterrent and boycott six-party talks
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AP Photo / Mohammed al-Qadhi

Finally freed: Former hostages Jan Hoogendoorn, left, and his wife Heleen Janszen, center, from Netherlands speak about
their experience after being released at the residence of the Dutch ambassador Dr. Harry Buikema, right, in the capital San'a,
Yemen Tuesday. The Dutch couple, held for two weeks by armed Yemeni tribesmen, were freed Tuesday A tribal leader said
Yemen’s government paid more than a quarter million dollars in ransom, but Yemen's minister of information Hassan al-Lozi
denied paying the money or meeting any demands and said the government was searching for the kidnappers among the Serag
tribe in a mountainous region east of the capital

Resist the urge to peek in the oven. Doing so drops the oven
temperature by 25‘ and requires additional energy to bring it back up.

Dutch couple released

Energy Department

www. gvsu. edu/facilityservices

by kidnappers in Yemen
of the Arabian Peninsula, is the
ancestral homeland of Osama
bin Laden, and al-Qaida loyalists
SAN’A, Yemen (AP) — A
are active in the country despite
Dutch couple held for two weeks crackdowns by the weak central
by armed Yemeni tribesmen were
government.
freed Tuesday, and a tribal leader
After being freed, Heleen
said Yemen’s government paid
Janszen and her husband. Jan
more than a quarter million dollars
Hoogendoorn, were taken to the
in ransom.
Dutch ambassador’s home in the
The government denied paying
capital. There they told reporters
the money or meeting any demands
that they did not
and said it was
feel their lives
“We didn't give
searching
for
were threatened
the kidnappers
anything and we will
and that they
among
the
were
treated
not submit to the
Serag tribe in
well.
a mountainous
kidnappers. There
The couple
region east of
are from the
are security forces
the capital.
Dutch city of
now hunting for the
Tribesmen
Deventer
and
armed
with
kidnappers.”
have lived for
assault
three years in
HASSAN AL-LOZI
seized
San’a,
where
YEMEN'S MINISTER OF
couple
Hoogendoorn
INFORMATION
their car in the
works
for a
capital, San’a,
water company. They said they
on March 31 and took them to
plan to continue living in Yemen.
an area about 40 miles, or 70
“We were treated very well.
kilometers, to the east.
I think the kidnappers had an
Powerful
tribes
in
the
interest in keeping us happy mainly
impoverished country have used
because they don’t want to get too
the abductions of foreigners —
negative an image of this sort of
either tourists or those living or kidnapping," Hoogendoorn said
working in the country — to
in a phone interview with Dutch
pressure the Yemeni government
national broadcaster NOS.
to meet demands, often to free clan
He said he did not know if
members from jail. In most cases
money was paid to secure their
the kidnappings are resolved and
release.
the hostages freed unharmed.
“I don’t know if it was ransom
Foreigners in Yemen have also or pledges in the form of schools,
been targeted by Islamic militants.
that kind of thing. They were
Yemen, on the southwestern edge
talking about building schools in

By Ahmen Al-Haj

Associated Press Writer

that region, laying water pipes,
electricity and that kind of general
infrastructure,” he told NOS.
Authorities were investigating
how the kidnappers were able
to pass security checkpoints on
their way out of the capital. The
couple said Tuesday that one of the
kidnappers was wearing a military
uniform.
They have also said their captors
forced them to wear traditional
Yemeni
clothing,
including
head scarves, to escape the city
undetected.
Political analyst Mohammed alSabri said the Serag is a powerful
tribe and some of its members are
high-ranking officers in the army
who might have protected the
kidnappers.
Yemen’sministerof information,
Hassan
al-Lozi,
denied
the
government paid a ransom.
“Wedidn’tgive anything and we
will not submit to the kidnappers,"
he said. “There are security forces
now hunting for the kidnappers.”
A tribal leader close to the
mediators in negotiations to free
the couple told the AP that the
government agreed to pay $325 XXX).
He said the government also
promised jobs to the kidnappers’
tribe and to halt police pursuits of
wanted tribe members. He refused
to be identified by name out of fear
of retribution.
The leader of the group of
kidnappers. Ali Naser Serag, told
the AP by phone that he struck
a deal with the government but
declined to give details.
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efforts to legalize it there, as well as
By Michael Virtanen
in other states.
Associated Press Writer
Assemblyman
Daniel
ALBANY. N Y. (AP) - New
O’Donnell,a Manhattan Democrat,
York Gov. David Paterson plans
said he will attend Thursday’s
to introduce legislation this week
announcement and sponsor the
to legalize same-sex marriage, governor’s bill, which will be
reviving a bill that died in 2007 and
identical to the one backed by
still faces strong opposition despite
then Gov. Eliot Spitzer as a civila new Democratic majority in the
rights measure when it passed the
state Senate.
Assembly 85-61 two years ago.
Paterson, talking to reporters “I’m hoping to do better than
Tuesday in Hempstead. N.Y. said
that this time.” O'Donnell said
“there is clearly a problem” when
Tuesday.
gays and lesbians in civil unions
“I’m very happy the governor
are denied 1.200 to 1350 civil
has made this a priority,” O’Donnell
protections such as health care and
said. “When we got the bill from
pension rights
Governor
because they're
“The timing was
Spitzer in 2007,
not married.
we didn't have
always
right.
It's
just
“The timing
the votes either.
was
always
who is willing to take
I did that in 2007
right. It’s just
and I intend to
that step, and I am.
who is willing
do that again in
... the right ethical
to take
that
2009.”
step, and I am,”
decision will inevitably
Senate
Paterson said.
Majority leader
be
the
right
political
“I think it is. as
Malcolm Smith
decision.”
other states are
supports
the
showing.
the
DAVID PATERSON
measure but still
only ethical w ay
NEW YORK GOVERNOR
doesn't believe
to treat people
there are enough
who want to live together in peace
votes to pass it. spokesman Austin
under the civil law. So my general
Shafran said. The Democrats have
feeling about all these issues is the
a 32-30 majority.
right ethical decision will inevitably
“Most significantly, an issue
be the right political deciskm.”
of this importance demands more
In radio interviews last week
than a symbolic gesture and
Paterson said he believes it will
empty rhetoric." Shafran said,
eventually become law. But polls
acknowledging the Senate doesn’t
show legalizing gay marriage
have to act on a bill just because it
remains controversial in New York.
was introduced. “We are committed
And some gay marriage advocates
to the process of securing the votes
are worried that bringing the issue
for passage of marriage equality,
up in New York before there's clear and as the leader has said in the
support to pass it could set back
past, it will pass as soon as we have

f
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those votes.”
Mark
Hansen,
spokesman
for the Senate Republicans, said
Tuesday that. “Our conference is
opposed to gay marriage and that
has not changed.”
In Vermont, lawmakers voted
last week to override the governor’s
veto of a bill allowing same-sex
couples to marry. The week before,
the Iowa Supreme Court ruled that
marriage couldn’t be restricted to
unions of a man and a woman. It’s
also legal in Massachusetts and
Connecticut.
A Quinnipiac University poll
last week showed 41 percent of
New York voters support same-sex
marriage.
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'EDITORIAL

About time
The university should be commended for
recognizing the lack of a proximal dining facility on
the south side of the Allendale Campus and finally
breaking ground on the long-awaited project.
i

In its present state, GVSU is a divided campus.
While residents of the north campus freshman dorms and Ravine
Apartments have Kleiner, Fuel and the Fresh Food Company to feed their
food fancy. Grand Valley Apartments, Laker Village, South B, Murray,
Calder and the Niemeyer living centers are limited to the Kirkhof Center’s
River Landing and the Lobby Shop.
The breakdown of living facilities to dining options is three to one when
GVSU’s campus is divided north and south.
Though one could argue residents of the South Campus typically have
full kitchens at their disposal, the lazy college student stereotype would not
pxist without some basis in fact.
Most students living on or near the Allendale Campus are full time. Many
of them have part-time jobs and are members of student organizations. After
a long day of class, work and meetings, students deserve a healthy, filling,
easy meal option within a five-minute walk. The administration has finally
recognized and responded to this need.
All tcx) often students turn to fast food, microwaveable TV dinners and
Ramen to satisfy their hunger, and though quick, these alternatives do not

GVl / Elliot Slenk

YOUR INSIGHTS

What sort of food should be brought to campus?

satisfy demands of the food pyramid.
*

The construction of a dining facility for residents on the south side of

campus will come too late for many upperclassmen, but lowerclassmen will
Heap the rewards of the $7.4 million, 21,534-square-foot facility.
I

For many South Campus residents, April 2010 will not come fast

enough. But the university would undertake such a project - considering the
continued uncertainty of the economy - is admirable.

’ The ratio of north to south dining has been unequal too long. At last
measures are being taken to rectify this discrepancy. Well done.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR-----------------------------I am writing in response to the
opinion piece, "Who said anything
about gun control?” because the author
obviously isn’t listening; the Obama
administration said things about gun
control.
Attorney General Eric Holder has
recently come out and said the Obama
administration wishes to reinstate the
Clinton Gun Ban. Not only do they want
to bring it back, they want to make it
permanent. Sen. Dianne Feinstein has
said she is drafting the legislation.
Now, with all that being said I am
most worried by Obama’s record on
gun control. Obama, through his voting
Record, has gone beyond any reasonable
Opposition to guns and does borderline
a complete opposition to any private
citizen owning firearms for any purpose.
A Web site run by the NRA has looked
into the voting record of Obama and
found some disturbing results.
“FACT: Barack Obama voted to ban
almost all rifle ammunition commonly
Used for hunting and sport shcxrting.
FACT: Barack Obama has endorsed a
500% increase in the federal excise tax
on firearms and ammunition. FACT:
Barack Obama has endorsed a complete
ban on handgun ownership.”
The full list can be found at http://

www.gunbanobama.com.
No politician will ever come out and
support a complete ban on weapons.
But this is how Obama will do it. They
will tax firearms or ammunition and
make it so expensive that no one will be
able to afford a firearm. They will force
insurance policies to be carried by gun
owners, or they will write laws so vague
that it will be interpreted to mean that all
guns are illegal. Obama said things about
gun control, and I am worried for my
rights as a gun owner.
Now the author of this article
should be held to the same standard
as the “news anchors" she cited as the
reason for gun violence. The two “news
anchors” she spoke of were undoubtedly
Glenn Beck and Sean Hannity. Well I
hate to tell you all neither of these men
claim their shows are “news.”
Glenn Beck says during every show
that his show is an opinion show, not a
news show. That means that they say
what they want, much like the author of
the opinion piece, who obviously gets
her “news” from the totally fair channels
such as MSNBC.
Justin Tomei
Vice President
GVSU College Republicans
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Should hallucinatory Web sites be
permitted as an alternative to drug use?
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This week s question:
Does the presence of Laker Nation
impact GVSU teams' performances?
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"We need a Taco
Boy here! They have
the world's best wet
burritos. I think we also
need more Caribbean
flavors here as well."

"We don't have many
healthy choices. We
need more options for
healthy eating so we
aren't just eating subs
and salads every day. I
would like to see more
natural foods offered,
rather than junk that is
a step below dog food."

"I think we should
bring in more variety
rather than just turn it
into another Kleiner.
Bringing in some more
well-known food chains
like Wendys, Burger
King or Taco Bell again
would be nice."

Greg Webb
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Rachel Falzon
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
As a Christian, I feel
greatly attacked and mocked
for my religious views in
reading Mr. Schumaker’s
opinions. I feel as if
everything I believe in has
been belittled and walked
upon, and that my Lord
and Savior was thoroughly
insulted.
True, to anyone who
reads Jesus’ words, it does
not make sense on the
surface. What He said and
proclaimed was radical then,
and is to this day. As you
label yourself “a staunch
atheist,” I could see how
these misconceptions could
have arisen. I am not saying
in any way that I am an
expert, I am just a humble
servant, and could point one
with questions to someone
wiser than 1.1 just want to
attempt to clear any false
perceptions that may have
resulted in effect to the
previous article.

Love DID hold Jesus to
the cross. True, stakes were
also responsible, but it was
the love of God holding
Jesus there, that he may
take away our sins. Only a
week prior, the hatred that is
visible, was love and praise
for Jesus. Jesus did nothing
to make those loathe him.
The Pharisees and Jewish
priests went through the
crowd of millions, feeding
them lies, spurring them on,
desiring for his crucifixion.
You cannot say Mormons
are Christians. They are
not. Furthermore, why is it
wrong to do onto others as
you would have them do
onto you? Even taken out of
religious context, it promotes
respect for everyone.
Once again, a true desire
to want to know Jesus is
required to interpret the
entire parable of the rich
young ruler. You cannot take
the text out of place and

expect it to make sense. A
rich man has every worldly
possession at his fingertips,
and he would have an
immensely hard time parting
with all of his possessions to
follow Jesus instantaneously.
One who is poor has so
much to gain because they
have so little, the decision,
based on giving up all
worldly possessions, is much
easier to make because the
end reward is infinitely times
greater.
Lighting one’s lamp and
extinguishing it defeats
everything Jesus taught. As
Christians, we are to reach
out to all peoples, not just
some people, everyone. Truth
is not bad; truth is good, it
is essential. Lee Strobel in
The Case for Christ, does an
incredible job of showing
the truth behind Jesus based
on hard, scientific facts, and
includes more resources for
those with questions. Science

and religion should not be
at odds. God gave us this
universe, so what we find
would not disprove Him, but
greater show His glory. The
big issue in the battle is faith,
and you cannot use science
to measure faith.
Jesus’ Kingdom never
was of this planet. The Jews
back then wanted him to
rescue them from Roman
rule, to be an earthly king,
but he came to deliver them
from sins, to bring eternal
life. Heaven and earth cannot
be one, for Heaven is pure
good, and there is still evil
upon the soils of our planet.
Mr. Schumaker, next time
you quote Jesus, I pray that
you do so with an open heart,
an open mind and read the
entirety of the Word, I think
you may find some things
that greatly surprise you.
Joe Wright
GVSU sophomore
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More than Johnny Depp, Orlando Bloom
Patricia
Saenz
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:GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
liuithom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
io the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley l^anthom.
The Grand Valley l.anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints ami offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
I letters must include the author's name
'and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
fetters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I an thorn.
i letters appear as space permits each

“I would like to see
more organic foods. As
a campus, we should
adapt to the new trend
of healthy lifestyles."

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Valley Vote

Yes:

"I would like to see
more oriental food, and
some good pasta would
be nice. Maybe an ice
cream bar or some more
sushi as well."

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be
held responsible for emus that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters ore-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content.
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

The world has been a bit
unreal this past year. We met
interesting characters such as
Sarah Palin, who came a little
too close to becoming vice
president, and somehow many
fell in love with the vampire
from the “Twilight” books
People now have Twitter to
update everyone on what they
are eating for breakfast and we
can thank the Ironely Island for
introducing “flippic-floppics”
into our vocabulary.
We saw the downfall of our
financial system and we are
witnessing a global recession.
We elected our first minority
president, and we saw the
American people become
interested in the elections
again, including record
turnouts of young voters.

The U.S. has been
scolded by China about our
government’s spending habits,
and to top it off. we now have
to worry about pirates.
The world seems to be
changing rapidly and no one
has been truly prepared for
all that has happened this past
year, good and bad.
Nevertheless, pirates? I can
let go or handle everything else
that has happened, but I can’t
wrap my mind around the idea
Somali pirates are now a real
threat.
When I think of pirates. I
automatically think of “Pirates
of the Caribbean." Johnny
Depp and Orlando Bloom.
I think of my best friend’s
pirate-themed birthday party
and a pifiata shaped like a
pirate ship. I think of Captain
Hook, and well, I start thinking
about Johnny Depp and
Orlando Bloom again.
However, now pirates are
no longer lovable fictional
characters in the movie
theaters, but once again a real

\

threat, currently to ships near
the coast of Somalia.
This past Sunday, US.
Navy Seals freed the American
merchant ship captain. Richard
Phillips, who had been held
hostage for five days by
Somali pirates. The killing of
three Somali pirates during the
rescue of the captain has raised
concerns for other hostages
and now there is the fear the
stakes have been raised for
future highjacking in the busy
Indian Ocean shipping lane,
especially since the Somali
pirates have vowed to avenge
their fallen comrades.
Mass Maritime Academy
President and Adm. Rick
Gumon does not believe
Somalia’s pirates will be
deterred.
It seems clear something
needs to be done fast about this
situation with pirates.
Our ships are being
attacked and this is a very
simple way for President
Barack Obama to display the
US. is not interested in playing

\

games.
This not only would help
with the pirates, but it would
also display our strength to
other countries and leaders.
If nothing is done about this
pirate situation, then it will
most likely make us appear
even weaker internationally.
Obama has stated more
must be done to prevent future
attacks along the lawless
African coast. He has vowed
to keep pressure on Somali
pirates. I hope he and other
U5. allies have a more
detailed plan of action on what
exactly they are going to do.
Perhaps then, if we resolve
the issue we can go back to just
seeing pirates in the movies,
and direct our attention to other
issues, which we seem to have
in abundance.
psaenz® lanthorn x:om

See more: Visit
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LAKER LIFE

Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com

Earth Day celebrations double in size
Stop.
Relax.
By Alan Kotenko
GVL Study Abroad Columnist

I decided to apply for
study abroad during my
second year at Grand Valley
State University.
I was young then, and
I could have been any one
of you. I went to class, did
my homework and was
your average Laker. I was
an ambitious, hardworking
student who wanted more
than anything to graduate and
get a good job.
However. I have changed
a bit.
At GVSU, I was more
interested in succeeding than
in really learning — it’s an
easy trap to fall into. So, I
fell into the redundant loop
of education: I’d go to class,
study for the exam, do the
research for the papers and
shoot for an A or B. 1 was
turning college into another
step on the road to being
successful — whatever that
meant.
Then something weird
happened. Somewhere,
somehow, I got the idea to
study abroad. It will look
good on a job application, I
told myself. So, I signed up
and went to London, and I
couldn’t have made a better
decision. Seeing the world
opened my eyes to outside
the Allendale, U.S. bubble. It
rounded my rough edges and
turned me into a citizen of the
world.
If I hadn't signed
up, if I had continued to
joylessly grind away at my
school work, I would have
mOI off so rtWfifi* T
never would have met people
from all over the world. I
would not have learned the
word “chav” nor have had a
beer in London surrounded
by Dior models. I never
would have toasted to St.
Patrick on his day in Dublin,
Ireland with the NBC crew,
and I would not have spent
Palm Sunday in Vatican City
with the pope.
And I certainly wouldn't
be writing this article on
the beach in Nice, France,
where it is 75 and sunny. (By
the way, I heard you guys
are getting snow this week.
Sucks.)
I honestly believe I
couldn’t have had a better
experience. Don’t get me
wrong. I’ll have to come back
to Grand Rapids in the fall,
and work my butt off. Also, I
will have no money.
What I ask you to consider
is that your college career
does not have to be just
another stepping stone. For
the past few years, we’ve
all pushed ourselves to get
that GPA just one-tenth of a
point higher. And that's fine.
Nothing is wrong with that.
But it is immeasurably
important to stop, breathe
and take a look around. Step
outside your comfort zone.
Go to Italy or Argentina or
China or Ohio (but only if
you’re desperate).
I used to think I knew
what I wanted to do with my
life, but this experience and
the choices I’ve made have
changed me in thousands of
ways. None of this would
have happened if I had rigidly
kept my eye on the “prize.”
So, have a wonderful end
to your semester. Good luck
on finals. I leave you with
one simple request: When
you are stocking up for
parties next year, stop, take a
look around and pick up an
extra case for me. Seriously,
I’ll have no money.
laker life@ lanthorn xont

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for a

web exclusive on the
Nearly Naked Mile
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Celebrate earth: A child attends the Earth Day Celebration in Grand Haven in a past year. This year's celebration begins on Saturday at 12:30 p m with the Green Parade The celebration will include an Earth Day
Fair at Mulligan's Hollow featuring more than 50 earth-friendly booths, and entertainment will be provided by the Prevailing Winds brass quintet and Carol Johnson with earth-friendly, sing-a-long songs

Tri-county Earth Day adds Green Parade to annual celebration, continues Earth Day Fair, Earth Rock open mic
On Earth Day four years ago,
a few students participated by
collecting garbage from school
Since its move from Spring
property or raking lawns to clear
Lake to Grand Haven four years
off the previous year’s leaves; and
ago, the attendance at Earth Day
six Grand Rapids women were
has more than doubled in size.
using their power in the community
For the first time this year. Earth
to help save the earth's surface.
Day will include a Green Parade
Today.the Earth Day celebration
with a wide range of participants
has grown from six participants at
- the Boy and
a
community
Gui
church in Grand
local bike si
reat cause,
Haven to 300
the
Juvenile
and
get
participants who
Diabetes
gathered
last
community support
Research
year in the park
Foundation,
and involvement.
at
Mulligan’s
Save
Our
Hollow.
It's
educational for
Shores and the
“It’s a great
everyone involved.”
Progressive
cause, and it’s
Women’s
great to get
Alliance.
KELLY WHALEN
community
More than 100
EARTH DAY PARADE
support
and
participants
COORDINATOR
involvement,”
are
expected
Whalen
said.
on
bikes,
“It’s educational
skateboards,
animals,
electric
for everyone involved.”
vehicles and foot.
During the past several years,
The group from Loose Spokes
the committee has added events
Bicycle Shop will have cyclers
such as the parade and the Earth
representing different commuters.
Day Fair to the festivities.
One will carry grocery bags as a
ITie fair will feature more than
stressed mother, another will haul a
50 booths sponsored by I .akeshore
backpack as an overloaded student
Environmental, the Muskegon
and a third will swing a lunch pail
branch of Grand Valley State
as a blue collar worker.
University and other organizations.
“It is a green parade,” said
The
YMCA
will
provide
Parade Coordinator Kelly Whalen.
noncom pet i rive
environmental
“Participants can use anything that
games for all ages, and vendors will
doesn’t use fossil fuels.”
sell food and beverages. No plastic
Starting in the lot across from
water bottles will be available,
the old courthouse on Franklin
however, because of their major
Street, participants will travel one
ecological footprint.
mile to Mulligan’s Hollow and the
Live music will feature the
Earth Day Fair.
Prevailing Winds brass quintet and

By Susie Skowronek
CM, Laker Life Editor

“It'S1 a SIS?1
if? gr?at to

Carol Johnson with earth-friendly,
sing-a-long songs.
“We are interested in celebrating
something that everyone, no matter
what background, political or
ethnic persuasion can identify with
and to identify with the earth.”
said liarth Day Fair Coordinator
Jean King. “The earth is, after all,
our only place to live. Everyone is
trying to find out ways to live more
sustainably."
The tri-county Earth Day
celebration helps reconnect with
other community members who
realize the importance of living a
sustainable lifestyle. King said.

In the evening. Wetlands Watch
and l .akeshore Environmental will
let teenagers take the microphone
at the YMCA during Earth Rock.
“It’s an opportunity to help
teenagers celebrate their connection
to the earth and the fact they are
taking some major leadership in
the world as they are becoming a
bit older.” King added.
Last year, Earth Rock t^carpc
an instant success in its trial mn,
beginning with a battle of the bands
format, said Earth Day committee
member I>eslie Newman. This
year, two or three bands have
already requested to play at the

open mic night, and other groups,
soloists and poets are expected in
attendance, she added.
With Wetlands Watch using
each year’s proceeds to fund the
next year’s Earth Day celebration,
the committee members said they
hope the day continues to attract
visitors and to increase awareness
of the planet.
IKn ^rtl) y flay.,,, .festivities
kick off at 12:30 p.m. Saturday
with the Green Parade. Visit
http://grandhaven.org for more
information.
Iakerlife@ lanthorn x om
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Learning green: The annual Grand Haven Earth Day celebration allows people to celebrate the planet and learn how to protect it

Students, bands prepare to Rock Against Rape
By Allison Bleeker
CM. Staff Writer

One in six women and one in 33 men
will be sexually assaulted in their lifetime,
while college-aged women arc four times
more likely to be sexually assaulted,
according to the Rape, Abuse and Incest
National Network.
Grand Valley State University students
can team more about rape and how to
prevent it by attending Rock Against Rape.
“The sole purpose of Rock Against Rape
is to raise awareness of sexual assault and
show that it is a common issue,” said T im
Montie, vice president of merchandising for
the event. “A huge goal we have is to show
survivors that we are here, we believe and
we care.”
The concert promotes sexual awareness
and prevention, educates GVSU students,
inspires creative and critical thinking
and increases civic knowledge and
engagement.
Four bands will take the stage throughout
the event: Chip Christy. Oregon Dreamchild,
Corey Crowder and Jet Black Stare.
This year’s event also includes an Artists
Against Rape competition in which artists
will create an original piece of artwork
while under a time limit.

GVL Archive / Kelly Begerow

Rock on: Grand Rapids band Sweet Japonic plays for Rock Against Rape at the Fieldhouse in a past year
Musicians from past years included Happy Hour, Rob Bolin, Red Letter Day and Brian Vanderark

“We are going for an in-your-face throw
down feel with this new approach,” Montie
said. “I don’t think people realize how some
talents like visual arts can be used to rock
against rape, and this event is our way of
showing that.”
Various education components will be
available at the event — alcohol and its
dangers related to sexual assault, bystander
intervention, a pledge against sexual
assault and domestic violence at a mural

making station and additional resources
from the YWCA and Center for Women in
Transition.
“It is vital that students take their stance
to educate themselves, educate their friends
and be there to support the survivors standing
next to them in that nx)m,” said Stepham
Morris, vice president of education.
Morris originally became involved in
R(x:k Against Rape because she saw first
hand what sexual violence could do to an

individual.
“1 have seen how harmful sexual assault
and domestic violence can be to men and
women, and I wanted to do my part to try
and put this to a stop,” she said. “I consider
myself a leader on this campus, and I know
that through leaders alike standing up, we
can educate our friends and put an end to
this violence.”
Students should attend Rock Against
Rape because they most likely know
someone who has been sexually assaulted,
whether they realize it or not. Montie said.
“(Sexual assault) is understated across
the country and we need as many students
as we can to help us get the word out that
this is real,” he said.
Freshman Jake Kreuzer said he plans
on attending Rock Against Rape because
he wants to leam more about how he can
prevent sexual assault.
“I feel that this event brings to light a
very serious issue that people now take a
little too lightly," he said. “I want to leam
what I can do to help with this issue and the
statistics that coincide with it.”
R<x;k Against Rape will take place
Friday at 6 p.m. in the Fieldhouse Arena.
ahleeker@ lanthorn jcom

Matt Kuzawa, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com
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Reinventing Laker Nation in Allendale
Founders of student organization Laker Nation meet to restore the university’s fanbase for campus sporting events
at every game where we’re going to
impose our own will,” he said. “We’re
like the sixth man. The sixth man is the
Last week, a group of Grand Valley
fans. You have to be there, you have
State University students gathered in a
to help the team out. The players feed
meeting of the minds to discuss ways
off that so much - you wouldn’t even
they can restore the fanbase known as
believe. It’s such an advantage to have a
l>aker Nation.
crowd like that.”
The club originated last year during
The first step to achieving that goal
the Laker men’s basketball season. With
is to establish a core group of students
the team in the midst of an undefeated
who are willing to stand up at each
regular season run, the organization
game and scream.
boomed, giving the team a definite
Also, Laker Nation wants to find
home-court advantage at the GVSU
a group of students to help run the
Fieldhouse.
organization - not just for the sake
However, after
President
and
of being a fan of GVSU, but for the
Founder Isaiah Alexander left for the
experience while helping the community
Army National Guard, Laker Nation was
at the same time.
left with just one organizer, sophomore
“The No. I priority is to set up a
Slavko Bekovic.
group of people that will go to as many
“Last year I pretty
games as possible,
much did everything
that want something
“We'll never have
by myself,” Bekovic
to come out of Laker
said. “It was pretty
Nation,
not
just
a problem getting
impossible
to get
because it looks good
people to football
anything done. It’s
on your resume,”
not something that
games; the problem is
Bekovic said.
one person or a small
However,
the
keeping them at the
group of people can
group’s
focus
is
games.”
do. It definitely needs
more than just two
to be a combined
sports in football and
effort.
It
has
to
basketball. They want
SLAVKO BEKOVIC
be people that are
to expand the fans
GVSU SOPHOMORE
involved, people that
to all of the GVSU
want Laker Nation
sports, including the
to succeed. For me, I
club sports.
just love Grand Valley sports, and I just
“Laker Nation shouldn’t be just
want to share that love.”
about two sports, it should be about
With Alexander’s return from the
all Grand Valley Athletics,” Alexander
Army to GVSU for his junior year, the
said. “That’s what we’re trying to do is
two students, acting as co-presidents, to make it more involved.”
are faced with the mission of getting
With an already established fan base
Laker Nation back on its feet.
for Laker football, the goal is to keep
“The reason why I stepped up is
students at the games past halftime
because we need help,” Alexander said.
when many leave Lubbers Stadium.
“It’s not going to work with just one
“Here, football is the thing to do
person having it all on his back. Our - that’s not the issue,” Bekovic said.
goal is to get Laker Nation like it was
“We’ll never have a problem getting
last year. We’re reinventing it.”
people to football games; the problem is
The model for Laker Nation was
keeping them at the games. It’s a matter
based off Michigan State University’s
of getting that enthusiasm into fans. We
basketball fanbase known as “The
want people to actually care about the
Izzone” after coach Tom Izzo.
sports and know who players are.”
“We thought, ‘Why can’t we do
Alexander said he does not think
something like that at Division II?”’
there is a loss of passion for Laker
Alexander said.
Athletics; it is just a matter of students
Bekovic
explained
in
college
showing that excitement.
basketball, every Division I team has
“We want to give an opportunity to
a rowdy student section at each home
students to come out and enjoy games
game.
more than just watching them,” he said.
“We have to create that atmosphere
“But not enough people are actually

By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor

GVl Archive

I Katie Mitchell

Fan love: Laker football players climb the fence to the GVSU student section before a previous game against the University of Indianapolis At GVSU
this has become a tradition to get both players and fans excited for the game Laker Nation is working to restore GVSU's fanbase at sporting events

involved, and that’s what we’re trying to
do in Athletics here at Grand Valley.”
One idea brought up at the meeting is
a system where students earn points for
attending GVSU sporting events with
prizes awarded based on the number of
points accummulated.
“Outside of just being a fan of Grand
Valley, there is an incentive to going to
the games,” Bekovic said. “The more
involved you are, the more points you
get.”
Another proposal, which could be
offered exclusively to Laker Nation
members before sporting events, is
“Monster Pong,” due to the sponsorship
from Monster Energy Drinks.
Forinformationonhowtoget involved
with leaker Nation, visit the Web site at
http://www.GVSULakerNation.com or
the Laker Nation Facebook page.
r ®
sports Ca1 lanthorn£om
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Laker Nation sports the olue and white before the Elite Eight Championship

Lakers suffer ‘embarrassing loss’ to Tiffin
No. 3 GVSU men take game one 9-1, face GLIAC loss to second-to-last-place Tiffin University in second game
Valley State University committed five
errors and gave up 12 runs on 15 hits,
while GVSU managed just three runs
When it rains, it pours.
on nine hits.
The popular saying held true
In no phase of the game did we play
Tuesday when the
well - we didn’t hit,
Laker baseball took
we certainly didn't
“It was a pretty
a 12-3 GLIAC loss
play defense and
embarrassing loss.
at home to second
we didn't pitch very
to last place Tiffin
Nothing against
well,” Lyon said. “So
University (12-26).
if you do those three
Tiffin, they played a
“You
play
38
things poorly, you
really good game;
games, you’re going
probably deserve to
to have some games
but we played poor
lose.”
that you don’t play
The Lakers (32defensively...
”
real
well,”
said
6-1, 16-3-1) gave up
GVSU head coach
DAN ANSTEDT
four runs in the first
Steve
Lyon.
“It
GVSU SENIOR
inning and
never
just
seemed
like
recovered, giving up
everything
(bad)
15 hits to GVSU’s
happened within the same game.”
nine. Senior Dan Anstedt attributed the
Playing in the rain, No. 3 Grand
loss to the Lakers’ sloppy defensive
play.
“It was a pretty embarrassing loss,”
Anstedt said. “Nothing against Tiffin,
they played a really good game; but
we played poor defensively and I think
that if we play our game, there’s no
way they can beat us.”
Tiffin added five runs on three hits
in the top of the fourth with a pair
of errors by the leakers. The Lakers
inched closer in the bottom of the fifth
off Anstedt’s two-run home run before
Tiffin put the game out of reach with
three more runs in the sixth.
GVSU won game one of the twin
bill 9-1 behind strong pitching from
freshman Kyle Schepel s three-hit,
complete-game victory, improving his
record to 3-0 on the year.
With four games against Ashland
University on Saturday and Sunday,
the Lakers have a difficult week when
GVl I Andrew Mills
factoring in the student athlete's final
Power ball: GVSU freshman Kyle Schepel
exams, Lyon said.
pitches during the first game of a home
“This is by far the worst week for us
doubleheader on Tuesday against Tiffin
to play,” he said. “I know there’s a lot
University The Lakers split the GLIAC
doubleheader with Tiffin The Laker men
of things going on in their heads. I’m
committed five errors and gave up 12 runs on
worried about their time commitments,
15 hits in the second game
because these guys are worried about

By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor

GVl Andrew Milts

suae out: ovsu rresnman sieve Anaerson is laggea oui ai nome auring tuesaay s nome game against nnin university ine idxers spin a
doubleheader with Tiffin, winning the first game 9-1, but losing the second 12-3 The Lakers will face Ashland University on Saturday

getting ready for their final exams,
but that’s just part of being a college
athlete too. It’s just one of those things
that we have to deal with.”
Similar to many GVSU students, the
baseball players will start cramming
for their exams this weekend, even
though there will not be much time,
Anstedt said.
“It’s nice next week that we don't
have any games so we can study for
finals,” he said. "We have four games
this weekend against Ashland so that’s
going to be a big series. So, as far as
studying for finals, I don’t know how
much it’s going to get done because it

is such a big series this weekend.”
Sophomore Joe Jablonski said these
last two weeks of class are tough for
the players.
“1 know there were a few of us
who were in the lab (Monday night),”
Jablonski said. “I had to get up early
for class, so I probably lost a little bit
of sleep with that and I'm sure other
guys did too; but it’s not an excuse for
a loss."
After the team's loss on Tuesday,
Lyon addressed the issue with his
team.
“He just said to make sure you're
concentrating on baseball and class

right now, and try to put everything else
on hold - whether that be girlfriends or
whatever,” Jablonski said. “Then when
classes are done, you will have a little
more free time.”
The Lakers’ doubleheader against
GLIAC leader Wayne State University
was not completed as of press time.
sports @ lanthorn .com
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Men’s tennis loses second out of 14 games
Men’s tennis team
suffers 5-4 loss to
rival Ferris State
University Tuesday
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Staff Writer

GVl Archive / Kelly Begerow

Making contact: Junior Tony Dang connects with the ball to complete a forehand return

With the GLIAC championship
tournament looming around the comer,
the Grand Valley State University
men's tennis team once again found
themselves in a close matchup, and on
the road nonetheless.
But this time the Lakers did not come
out on top. The team dropped a close 5-4
decision against rival school Ferris State
University on Tuesday in just its second
loss in 14 games.
One of the major ideals GVSU
head coach John Black said he tries
to incorporate in his coaching is the
importance of doubles play. He said
if the team could get two of the three
doubles points in any given match,
then their chances of victory increase
greatly.
The Lakers got two of the three
doubles points against Ferris State, but
were not able to close out the game in
singles play. Several of the team’s lost

Rowers battle for
regatta's top spots

the GLIAC championship tournament
points were in three set matches that
this weekend. Black said there is a
went down to the wire.
significant chance the Lakers will meet
“We definitely could have done
with FSU for a second time in the
better,” Black said. “Pretty much every
tournament.
match was a three-set match that we
“We knew it was going to be a close
had opportunities in. We just didn’t take
advantage of enough of them to get the one and it could have gone either way,"
he said. “Unfortunately it didn’t go our
three points that we needed to close out
way. Hopefully this
the match. They were
will
inspire our guys
just one or two points
“We need to handle
to pick it up a notch.”
better than us this
pressure points better.
Switzer said he is
time.”
looking forward to
With our inexperience
The team’s lone
senior player, Alex
this will definitely be a the opportunity to get
revenge against the
Switzer,
said
the
lesson learned.”
Bulldogs.
team’s youth played a
“For
the
past
big role in how players
ALEX SWITZER
couple of years we’ve
performed in crunch
GVSU SENIOR
always
split
with
time.
them on the match
Often the team is
heading into GUAC’s and the match
forced to put underclassmen in starting
in the tournament,” he said. “If history
spots at matches.
treats us well then we’ll be able to get
“We need to handle pressure
our revenge. Ferris may have wanted
points better,” Switzer said. “With
it a little more than we did this time,
our inexperience, this will definitely
but that won’t happen the second time
be a lesson learned. When you get the
opportunity to get a match and win it, around.”
The GLIAC tournament will start on
that’s the opportunity you’ve got to
Saturday in Midland, Mich, hosted by
take. Right then and there.”
Northwood University.
With this, the last scheduled match
on the team’s regular season schedule,
ejohnson @ lanthorn .com
the Lakers will move on to compete in

ESoltwood Apartments

Lake Michigan Dr.
GVL Archive / Emanuel Johnson

Halfway there: The men's rowing team used the "America's Other West Coast"

G\St’

Regatta in Spring Lake to prepare for the second half of their season

By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

J
With the season midway
i through completion, the Grand
Valley State University rowing
teams used Saturday’s “America’s
: Other West Coast” Regatta held
in Spring Lake, Mich, as a way to
get some competition in before this
T weekend’s Southern Intercollegiate
j Rowing Association Championship
i Regatta.
On the women’s side, the most
: important battle of the day was the
: Michaud Cup, where top-ranked
ii GVSU cruised to a winning time
of 6 minutes 492 seconds against
: opponent
Eastern
Michigan
r University.
“The varsity (women) have
beaten a ton of teams by a lot,”
said fourth-year head coach John
Bancheri. “(Eastern Michigan) is a
Division I scholarship team, but our
girls are just exceptional. This is the
best women’s team we’ve ever had
{ here at (GVSU) and I look for them
; to do some exceptional things in
• future races.”
The race of the day for the
men’s team was the Yates Cup, in
which the winner was awarded the
regatta trophy.
GVSU, who used their junior
varsity team against the Milwaukee
School of Engineering’s varsity
team, lost a close race by less than
one second.
“We had (the lead) most of
the way, but you have to give
(Milwaukee) credit because the
last two strokes, they dipped us
right at the finish line.” Bancheri
said. “You hate to lose a close race
like that, but you do leam as much
from a situation like that more so
than if you win by a mile. Those
kind of races help make us faster
in the end, as well as helping make

adjustments for your team.”
The women won all other races
contested, while the men were
successful in winning the varsity
four and novice four races.
The day before the regatta began,
both the men and women competed
in the inaugural “Propulsion Per
Stroke Championship,” which
consisted of both teams boating
downstream 22 miles from the
Allendale boathouse to the Spring
Lake Yacht Club. The varsity eight
men, who completed the stretch
in just more than 1,400 strokes,
reached Spring Lake first.
“The (competition) turned out
to be a great training session for
us because the weather ended up
working out for us and the river
was really calm,” said senior
Geoffrey Sadek. “Races like that
are what you need to get better, and
once you do it, it’s something you
can talk about for a while.”
In a race that will feature
Division I schools such as the
University of Virginia. Temple
University and Clemson University,
the SIRA Championship Regatta
will be important race for GVSU
to succeed at toward the end of the
season.
“The (SIRA Championship)
is one of our biggest races of the
year,” said senior Blake Donovan.
“It’s going to be a good way for
us to see how we stack up and
how fast we are compared to other
crews. It’s a measuring for us to see
how we do against these teams in
a few weeks at our championship
race.”
The
SIRA
Championship
Regatta will be held Friday to
Sunday in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
The teams will also travel to the
MACRA Championship Regatta
on May 2 in Grand Rapids.

Cninpus

THE PERFECT EXCUSE
TO CELEBRATE.
Join your new neighborhood bank for our GRAND OPENING!

Christopher Kuiper

Branch Manager

Allendale Office
5111 Lake Michigan Dr., Allendale, Ml 49401 • 616-892-5111

Community Celebration • Saturday, April 25 • 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
•
•
•
•
•
•

DJ with music, fun and games
Face painter and magician
Inflatable obstacle course
A visit from Louie the Laker
FREE lunch and refreshments
Other games and prizes

Enter to win*

jf>reenleaf@ lanthorn .com

Grand Prize

• Summer Grill Package with Meat Market Gift Certificate ($500 value)
Other Prizes

• $200 Gift Certificate to Forever Sun and Fusion Hair
• $100 Massage Gift Certificate from Dr. Shulz Family Chiropractic
• $50 Gift Certificates to Main Street Pub,
Peppino's and Biggby Coffee

National City:
Now a part of © PNC

Courtesy Photo / Irk Coulter

•No purchase or obligation is necessary to enter or win Nonpurchase entries have an equal chance of winning Contact the Allendale office for Official Sweepstakes Rules.
To enter the sweepstakes by mail, hand print your name, address and telephone number on a 3'* 5' card with the words 'Grand Opening Sweepstakes' and mail to National
City. Sill Lake Michigan Or.. Allendale. Ml 49401. Entries must be received no later than 2 pm, 04/2S/09 To enter, you must be a U S. citizen or resident alien 18 years of age
or older Void where prohibited Sweepstakes ends 04/25/09

Paddling on: The women s rowing team is off to the SIRA Championship Regatta
in Tennessee this week and will prepare for the MACRA in Grand Rapids in May
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Softball career of 'four sisters' nears end
Seniors prepare for end of collegiate softball career, pass insight on to underclassmen
By Grant Wieman

She is a lead-by-example person
and she does a great job at that.
She is a great senior and a great
With 128 career wins and
senior leader.”
counting, the seniors of Grand
Even as sophomores, the group
Valley State University’s softball
demonstrated an ability to lead.
team have seen their share of
Rohan recalled her first memory
success on the field.
of the seniors, the day she moved
But for Lori Andjelich, Becky
into her dorm freshman year.
Rudenga, Karen Walters and
“We (Rohan and catcher
Nichole Woityra, their softball
Breanne Kronberg) moved in,and
career has been only part of the
we didn’t really know anybody,”
story.
she said. “They came in with
Although all but Woityra
cupcakes, wrote down their
played high school and summer
phone numbers and told us if we
ball in the Chicago area, the group
ever needed anything we could
had not met until the summer of
give them a call. Right off the bat
2005, just before their freshman
it made me feel welcome.”
year. Since then, they have been
Walters said they have had the
almost inseparable.
drive to bring the team together
“We’re all a little different,
because of their first experiences
but we fit together perfectly,”
at GVSU.
Rudenga said. “We’re like four
“Freshman year you don’t
sisters. We cross the family
know anyone else, so you all have
line.”
that common bond,” Walters said,
Rudenga and Walters both
who is majoring in accounting
lived in the Kirkpatrick Living
and finance.
Center as freshmen, not far
Walters is in business school
from Pew, where Andjelich and
with Andjelich, a marketing and
Woityra spent their first year economics student. Rudenga
at GVSU as roommates. The
_ and
Woityra
following year,
will both finish
the four moved
the
nursing
“I just want to try to
into
Campus
program
next
be as welcoming and
West and have
year.
lived
there
as kind to freshmen as
Despite their
since.
own closeness,
they
were.
I
think
they
“It’s
our
the
seniors
do a great job and
little family,”
never forget to
Andjelich said.
they will be very much
include the rest
“If we need
of the team.
missed.”
someone
to
“They’re
go to, or goof
super
close,
LAUREN
ROHAN
off with, you
you can tell,
GVSU JUNIOR
can just go to
but
they’re
whoever
is
not
cliquey
next door, or
at all,” said freshman Maggie
home, or doesn’t have a test the
Kerrigan. “That definitely helps,
next day.”
being a team with no drama, no
The group is able to spread
fighting.”
their skill and chemistry all
Similar to Rohan, Kerrigan
over the field. Andjelich is the
said the seniors were welcoming
Lakers’ top pitcher with 17 wins.
from the start.
Woityra, the shortstop, is the
“You hear horror stories
team’s leading hitter. Rudenga
when you’re in high school
and Walters are anchors at third
about it.” Kerrigan said. “In
base and left field, respectively.
general, seniors can be scary.
As junior Lauren Rohan said,
But it wasn’t like that here. Right
the seniors share more than just
from the beginning they were so
talent with the younger players.
accepting.”
She added having a senior at
Kerrigan,similartothe seniors,
every position group helps keep
is part of a four-person class for
the team motivated and doing
the Lakers. She and the other
things the right way. Rohan, the
freshman will all live together
Lakers No. 2 pitcher, is especially
next year. Rohan currently lives
inspired by the Laker ace.
with three other members of
“Sometimes pitchers don’t
the junior class. They all live in
get along (because they are in
Campus West, continuing the
competition for innings), but we
softball tradition.
don’t have anything like that.”
“I think our class (the juniors
Rohan said. “Lori (Andjelich) is
are) different,” Rohan said. “Not
actually a really good role model.
in a bad way. It’s very rare to
GVL Senior Reporter

be that close, especially when
they’re together that much.”
Rohan said the kindness
does not stop after the freshman
welcoming, and she hopes to use
their example next year when she
is a senior.
“We have big shoes to fill ”
she said. “They do a lot of team
stuff. I’d like to continue doing
the team gatherings. I just want
to try to be as welcoming and as
kind to freshmen as they were. I
think they do a great job and they
will be very much missed.”
With only a few weeks left in
the season, the clock is winding
down for the senior class. Woityra
said the journey sticks out more
than any single memory.
“I don’t think you can pin it to
just one thing,” she said. "It would
have been different if we weren’t

all four seniors together.”
Kerrigan shared the sentiment
with the perspective from her one
year with them.
“I couldn’t really think of any
memory that’s just the seniors,
it’s always all of us together,” she
said. “(The freshmen) are going
to be just like them.”
The seniors said it is their
dream to have a coed slow-pitch
team in the future. But their
time as Lakers and in playing
competitive softball, which they
have done year round since
middle school, will come to a
close in May.
“We’ve been playing since we
were 5 years old,” Rudenga said.
“This is the end of the end.”
wieman @ lanthorn .com
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Be our guest!
This summer, attend classes close to home.

Apply today for the Summer
semester as a guest student

Take the classes you need at
a top-ranked public university.
We offer day and evening courses
to meet your schedule.

Summer and Fall registration
starts April 27, 2009

SUMMER SCHEDULE
Semester
Classes Start
Summer I (7-weeks) May I I
Summer II (7-weeks) July 6

Office of Admissions and Orientation
University of Michigan-Dearbom
4901 Evergreen Road, Dearborn, MI 48128
313-593-5100
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GVL Archive I Brian Sevald
Younger talent: GVSU freshman Maggie Kerrigan makes a run to put up points on
the score card Kerrigan is one of several underclassmen on the softball team who
have played under the leadership of the team's four senior "sisters"
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Get More for Less'
Located on Rich Street
1 MHe from Allendale Campus
616-8378277

See us at www.universityapartmentsallendale.com
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'Antigone' translation to move outdoors
old play written by the Greek
philosopher Sophocles.
It
tells the story of Antigone and
Through thousands of years,
Ismene, sisters of Eteocles and
some plays have come and
Polynices, who died fighting
gone, while some have stood the
in the civil war that ravaged
test of time and are still being
Thebes at the time.
performed to this day.
The conflict arises when
One of those classic plays Creon, the ruler of Thebes,
comes to Grand Valley State
declares
Eteocles
will
be
University’s Allendale Campus
honored while Polynices will
today.
be disgraced. Antigone wants
“Antigone,” written more
to bury Polynices’ body even
than 2,000 years
in defiance of
ago, is getting a
Creon’s
rule,
new translation
“It's about people
and
Ismene
by
GVSU
refuses to help.
who are utterly
Professor Diane
How
does
certain of their
Rayor.
The
this
play
Greek language
beliefs and what
manage
to
and
literature
stay
popular
happens
when
they
professor will be
for more than
translating
this
come in contact,
2,000
years?
long-standing
Cast member
something that
play
for
a
Benjamin
happens almost
special set of
Knight said he
performances to
every day today.”
thinks it may
run through the
have to do with
weekend.
The
DIANE RAYOR
its relatability
translation
will
GVSU PROFESSOR
to
modem
also be published
times.
by the Cambridge
“I
think
University Press.
it’s performed today for the
“‘Antigone’ is a really
same reasons as in Greece: Its
powerful story,” Rayor said.
relevance,” Knight said. “As
“It’s got very strong characters, actors and as an audience, we
yet the themes are also very
can look at Antigone’s world
powerful. It’s about people
more critically than our own
who are utterly certain of their because we are separated from
beliefs and what happens when
it. In looking at ‘Antigone’
they come in contact, something
critically, we also look critically
that happens almost every day
at the parallels it shares with our
today.”
modem age.”
“Antigone” is a 2,451-year-

By Josh Brunsting
(7VX Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Ancient drama: Actors perform "Antigone" at Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville last year. GVSU Classics Professor Diane Rayor has translated the
classic play, and her students will perform it in the Amphitheater outside the Glenn A. Niemeyer Learning and Living Center on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Not only is this a special
translation, but it is brought to
the stage by a special group.
This performance is a project
formed out of the GVSU course
called the Classical Theatre
Workshop.
“We take the plays and try to
bring them to the stage as if we
were back in ancient Greece,”
said April Conant, who will act
in the performance. “We don’t

use microphones, no lights, and
we take these performances
from the stage to outdoors. We
want to get as natural a feel as
we can.”
“Antigone” is the second
performance to come out of the
biannual class, with the first
being Seneca’s “Oedipus,” two
years ago.
A success, the class is back
with “Antigone.” Students not

only read the original text, but
also work with the Theater
Department on technical aspects
of putting on a performance.
“I really hope people check
this play out,” Rayor said. “The
performance is really cool and is
a very brisk watch at just around
an hour. It moves quickly, and
the students have put in their
hearts and souls trying to make
this a top-notch performance.”

“Antigone”
performances
will be at 6 p.m. today and
Friday, with an additional
performance on Saturday at
2 p.m. It will be held at the
Amphitheater outside of the
Glenn A. Niemeyer Learning
and Living Center, or if there is
rain, in the Great Room of the
Niemeyer Learning and Living
Center.
jbrunsting @ lanthorn jcom

GVSU junior acts as glue' for David
John's new album 'Looking for Opal'
and audio production studio because he was in
a band, and he “just wanted to be a rock star.”
He started working as many hours as he could,
Sean Wetherell describes his opportunity to
and was just looking for a fun job, which he said
have an instrumental role in artist David John’s
he found.
HMl f • r*~J ,
I
new CD release as “luck” and “not a glamorous
As a marketing and management major,
story.”
Wetherell said he has been able to apply what he
However, those around him at Sound Post
learns in his classes at work every day.
Recording Studios beg to differ.
He added he has learned through his
John called Wetherell “the glue” in the notes
experience he wants to continue
in his new album "Looking for
in a field similar to what he
Opal.”
“(Wetherell) has
does at Sound Post, hopefully
Wetherell has been working
something in the advertising
always been there,
at Sound Post since his junior
industry.
sort of on the
year of high school when he
He said he put in a lot of
was hired as an intern. He is
work on the “Looking for Opal"-,
peripheral, to add
now a junior at Grand Valley
EP in many different areas.
guidance and help.
State University and plans to
"I had my hand in a lot of!
continue his job there through
He's a very good
little things,” Wetherell said.•
graduation.
“It’s exciting to see what’s
young man ... ”
He works on just about
going to happen with it.”
everything at Sound Post and
DAVID JOHN
“Looking for Opal,” John’s
currently spends much of his
SINGER-SONGWRITER
new six-song CD is the second
time working with clients he has recorded at Sound Post.
booking them, working at
John,
a
singer-songwriter,
sessions, mixing stereo and surround music and
described it as “eclectic.”
more.
Because he spent so long on it, he said the
John’s CD has been in the works for about
album has come through many evolutions before
four years and Wetherell has been a part of it
it became what it is today.
since his time as an intern.
“It’s clever; it’s well-written and well-!
“I’d come in on weekends,” he said,“to make
recorded blues, rock and even a little bit of
sure everything was going as planned.”
country,” Poltrock said.
John said Wetherell has been instrumental in
“Looking for Opal” will be celebrated at the!
getting the CD finished and ready.
David John EP Release Party April 24 at 9 p.m.j
“(Wetherell) has always been there, sort of on
at the Wealthy Street Theatre in Grand Rapids.'
the peripheral, to add guidance and help,” John
John and Wetherell will be in attendance.
said. “He’s a very good young man, (and) he’s
To purchase the album or learn more about;
very bright.”
John, visit http://www.davidjohnmusic.com.
Sound Post Owner Stuart Poltrock said
To learn more about Sound Post Productions,!
Wetherell has been involved with many aspects
visit http://www.soundpostusa.com.
of John’s “clever and quirky” CD.
Wetherell also played a large part in the
“He is our first engineer, so he records, edits
design of both Web sites.
and mixes all sorts of audio material,” Poltrock
said.
arts @ lanthorn .com
Wetherell said he originally joined the music

By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor

Courtesy Photo / www.gvsu.edu

Bidding war: Attendees enjoy a past "Art on the Ravine" event This year's event will take place in Calder Art Center on May
21 It is an auction of GVSU alumni artwork, and the proceeds go toward scholarships for current GVSU art students

‘Art on Ravine’ to auction
former Lakers’ work
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Senior Reporter

Former Lakers will help
current Lakers by donating
their skills and artwork for
Grand Valley State University's
“Art on the Ravine.”
More than 50 pieces of
artwork created by GVSU art
alumni will be auctioned off
On May 21 to benefit current
GVSU
students
through
scholarships. The event will be
held in the Calder Art Center.
Artwork of all kinds will
be auctioned off, including
oil
paintings, photographs,
watercolors
and
ceramics,
among others.
The event was held in
Muskegon in 2006 and called
“Art on the Lake.” In 2007
it was “Art on the Grand”
held downtown. “Art on the
Ravine” began last year.
This year, alumni are also
able to donate their services
to the silent auction. For
example, an alumnus who
d<3** L gwphic design may
aot have an actual object to
donatedTltif ran &«J!l donate his
skills. Also, photographers can
donate packages.
J; ‘‘We had between 130 to 150
g&ests at last year’s event,” said
alumnus and Assistant
Rfwfessor Brett Colley, who is
afao on the event's planning
committee. “We want that to
b$ bigger this year,”
t*All pieces are sold for
inywhere from $30 to $300,
Colley said. He added they ask
alumni to donate only fairly

I

affordable artwork and works
to continue to support the
with which they would be
university and a way for alumni
comfortable parting.
to reconnect with GVSU.
“ We’re lookingforthingsthat
“There are lots of art
people can afford economically
auctions that happen in Grand
as a way to support these great
Rapids, but this is special
scholarships,”
said
GVSU
because the work
is by
alumna Jennifer Schaub, who graduates themselves,” Colley
also serves on the planning
said. “And that it happens at an
committee. “We want people
art building in a beautiful spot
to be able to participate and
in the gallery on the ravines purchase the work.”
it’s all kind of ideal.”
Those who donate their work
Schaub said donations will
are able to put rbe
accepted
a
minimum
until the first
“A product of the
bid
on
the
or
second
piece.
Last
week in May.
university
created
Event
year, about 60
pieces
were
the art, and they in
admission
is
purchased
$20 per person
turn are giving back
and more than
and
includes
$4,000
was
food
and
to the university.”
raised.
refreshments.
Schaub said
RSVP by May
they ask artists
13 at http://
KIM SCHMIDT
to donate work
www.gvsu .
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF
on the smaller
edu/alumni.
ALUMNI RELATIONS
side so it is
Proceeds
easier to fit
from the event
into someone’s house.
will benefit students through
Some artwork has already
the Branstrom Fine Arts Award
been donated, said Associate
and the Nedra J. Smith Otis
Director of Alumni Relations
Faculty Scholarship.
Kim Schmidt, who has been
“The
thing that’s very
working on promotions for the
cool about this event is it’s a
event.
way for students, alumni and
She said the theme of the
people interested in the arts to
event fits with the theme of work with creative individuals
GVSU - the philanthropy of who graduated from Grand
giving back.
Valley,” Schaub said. “To have
“A product of the university
everyone get together, have a
created the art, and they in
really fun evening and support
turn are giving back to the
a really great cause.”
university,” she said.
jpawlowski @ lanthorn .com
Schaub agreed and said the
event is a great opportunity

(

f

Courtesy Photo / Sound Post USA

Eclectic release: GVSU junior Sean Wetherell has been working at Sound Post Recording Studios for more than four years
Artist David John called Wetherell "the glue" to the successful finish of his album, which will have a release party next Friday
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES. Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-nrvail your cldisifieds: ciassifieds9ianth0rn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60C/Word
55C/Word
50C/Word

55C/Word
50C/Word
45C/Word

Allendale Campus

s5.°° per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9 5

Announcements

Services

Housing

Wanted

Lost & Found

Roommates

IM Radio. New internet radio
station looking for musicians.
Upload original songs at
www.IMRadio.com for free air
play. Songs played and pro
moted in over 50 countries.

Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300

University Townhouses and
Apartments...starting at only
$250/person and less than 2
miles away from Allendale cam
pus! Call 616-895-4001 or visit
GVTownhouses.com

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Keys lost April 8th. 2-9pm be
tween Lot D and Lake Halls.
Green “Stacy" lanyard, Ford
key, Florida key chain. If found,
take to DPS.

Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad!

CD and DVD Exchange buys
and sells: CDs, DVDs, text
books, games, and collectibles!
Visit
www.cddvdtxchanges.com or
call 616-785-0251 for more in
formation.

Wanted: Part Time Student
Computer
Programmer.
$10-$20 an hour. For Borland
turbo C/C++ Contact Jim at
jiwarner@i2k.com

Missing car keys? Found class

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR *09-’10! 1,
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit www.cbeech.com.

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn car
help you spread the word
331-2460.

Opportunities
Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www. lanthorn. com.
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Employment
Student work, part-time work,
$14.25 base-appt. Customer
sales/service, Advancement op
portunities, scholarships/intern
ships available. Call ASAP
616-241-6303
Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

Westshore Communications:
Come into Westshore Commu
nications and receive 25% off
all accessories! Located at 5596
Lake Michigan Dr. in Allendale
next to Plantengas. Call (616)
892-4445 for more information.
Charged with an MIP, drunk
driving, or possession? WE
CAN HELP! The Smith Law Firm
is
here for you.
Call
616-796-0072
or
visit
www.smithlawfirm.net
Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331 -2460 to get started today.

m

Three Bedroom House For
Rent. 1.5 miles from downtown
campus. Recently updated with
all appliances plus washer and
dryer.
Call
Courtney
616-516-2699 for details.

The Village at 48 West. Limited
Availability-Stop in Today!
Rates starting at only $395!
616.895.2400
or
www.48west.com for more info.

Come to WILD WEDNESDAYS
at Wenger’s Bowling Lanes
from
8PM-1 AM.
$1.00
Bowl-$1.00 Pop-$5.00 Pitch
ers^.00 Bombs. For more in
formation call (616) 454-4482.

Have an upcoming event yoi
want to publicize? Submit youi
event to our free entertainmeni
calendar online at www.lanthorn.com.

4 bed 2 bath all appliances
washer/dryer. Fenced in big
backyard. Walking distance to
store. Call 446-6929. Close to
downtown campus.

Birthdays
What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one they won’t forget.
331-2460.

Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

Weekly SUDOKU

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10! 1
bedroom townhouses available!
Call 616-895-2900 or visit copperbeechtownhomes.com for
more details and rates.

by Linda Thistle
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with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find whai
you're missing.
Need help? Find it by runninc
an ad in the Lanthorn! Cal
331-2460 to get started today.

Entertainment
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48west
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

PLAY, RELAX, S0CIAUZE, STUDY-. YOU CHOOSE
• individual leases
• 1.2 & 4 bedroom apartments
& town homes
• your own private bedroom
& bathroom
• washer & dryer in each unit

fully loaded game room
(2 pool tables. VYii, Xbox360,
shuffleboard A more!!
quiet study areas
theater48 fcomplete with
a 106 inch screen!)

• on site Rapid bus stop

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★★

FREE wireless internet
& expanded cable

<k

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!

JL

©2009 King Features Synd., Inc.

• 2200 square foot fitness club

48west@48west.info

(616)895-2400

www.48west.com"
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See Answers on B6

Experienced Attorneys
3 Miles from Campus
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Grand Rapids to showcase ArtDowntown.
Annual show to display works of 100 artists throughout downtown area, transform vacant buildings into pseudo-galleries
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Diversions.

for Art.Downtown Artists will display works all over the city, and a trolley will transport guests between locations.

^RRABBAs
ITALIAN GRILL

Congratulations Graduates!
Carrabba’s will be opening early for your
convenience on April 25th.

Answer

4

and Weekend

City art: Downtown Grand Rapids may not normally be thought of as an art haven, but it will be transformed into one Friday

Weekly SUDOKU -----

for a web exclusive
on the Writer's
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See Puzzle B5

Lanthorn.com
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See more: Visit

with friends Ruhn and Ernst as
an opportunity for his students to
explore the art world.
“I wanted to give students the
opportunity to be in a show as artists
and as a part of the community,” he
said.
Kari Heise, a GVSU student,
said she thinks the show will be
a good experience for GVSU
students looking for fun.
“I think it would be something
cool to go to because its something
different to do and it’s free,” Heise
said.
Most importantly, Schaub said,
the event is a great view of Grand
Rapids that may not be easily seen
under normal circumstances.
“It’s a safe and entertaining way
to see the city,” she said. “You have
free transportation, you won’t get
lost because you have a map and
it’s a great introduction to really
cool parts of the city.”
Art .Downtown, runs Friday
from 6 to II p.m. For more
information,
visit
http://www.
artdowntowngr.org.

1

hour event may not be enough time
for
some guests. Schaub said event
GVL Senior Reporter
goers have a w ide variety of shows
Appropriately
named, Art.
to choose from.
Downtown, is only a hop, skip
“We have copious amounts of
and bus ride away from the Pew
art and hidden surprises along the
Campus.
way for the trolley,” she said.
Students and art lovers alike can
In addition to the artwork. guests
take the trolley downtown to visit
will be given maps if they choose
galleries and nontraditional sites in
to travel on foot and punch cards
Grand Rapids Friday and Saturday
for many of the local businesses
during the annual
supporting
the
Art.Downtown,
event.
“We have copious
show.
Along
with
amounts of art and
Created
to
the
collection
highlight
both
hidden surprises
of art, many of
the growing art
the city’s vacant
along the way for
and
business
buildings
will
the trolley.”
communities
of
offer a backdrop
Grand Rapids, Art.
for the event.
JENN SCHAUB
Downtown, takes
Paul Amenta,
ART. DOWNTOWN
the art out of the
Grand
Valley
DIRECTOR
gallery and into the
State University
streets of the city.
alumnus
Art lovers will
and member of Activesite, an
travel by trolley, visiting stops such
organization that works to provide
as a transformed vacant building
a catalyst between art, business
tilled with sculptures, restaurants
and development communities in
and local shops. The trip will also Grand Rapids, will hold galleries
include visits to Kendall College
in a strip of vacant buildings along
and other galleries.
Monroe Avenue.
“We have essentially everything
Along with former roommates
through all of the stops on the
Eric Ruhn and Todd Ernst, Amenta
trolley,” said Jenn Schaub, director
will transform The Rat Iron
of the event.
building at 100 Monroe Center,
The event features more than
NW, using all four floors of the
100 artists, locally, on a college
building, into a sculpture show.
level and nationally.
The design will include a three‘To try to get all these artists
story ice sculpture and ice bar,
under one roof would be very
sculptures from various artists and
hard.” Schaub said. “We have 100
a collection of artifacts found in the
artists with a full body of work...
old Grand Rapids building.
that’s more art on display than the
Amenta, who also teaches at
Grand Rapids Art Museum.”
Kendall College, started this event
So much art, in fact, the five-

By Liz Reyna

Reservations will be accepted between 12:00 and 4:00.
Normal call ahead seating will apply after 4:00.
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Grandville 261-3020

ALLENDALE

Convenient Locations

4282 Pierce Street
CLOSE TO BOTH GRAND VALLEY CAMPUSES '.V,
Y
(616) 892-4170
Ail GVSU Allendale and Holland courses
All GVSU downtowm undergrad courses

CHECK uu

GRAND RAPIDS

WIDE VARIETY OF

120 East Fulton Street
(616)454-2665

All GRCC courses
All GVSU downtown courses
All Walker Medical School courses
All Cooley Law School courses

Book Buy Back

DRIVE THRU

cu*Js
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Buy and Sell books online

BUY BACK
Store Hours:

HHHHi

’

.
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Monday- Thursday
Friday ,
9am-5pm
9am-7pm

>* ■

www.briiinsb»oks.iKi
www.briansbooks.coni
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